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AtsSTRACT

Wise water management is an important and timely issue requiring input and knowledge

from the landscape architecture profession. Issues such as drought, contamination, and

diminishing water resources provide the reasons to increase the knowledge on the subject.

Managing water in the landscape, in the context of this project is defined as the act or

manner of managing, handling, directing or controlling water that falls on the landscape

or is added through irrigation methods. This practicum project provides a number of
methods and guidelines aimed at managing landscape water, and demonstrates their

application by applying the ideas to a demonstration site.

The conceptual design for the demonstration site divides or "de-constructs" the site into

nine zones, and represents a meshing together of traditional design elements with water

management methods such as turf area reductior¡ vegetation that can withstand water stress,

and water redirection in order to demonstrate a design concept that works towards managing

water. The project compares the existing maintenance costs with costs that may be

incurred when a number of water management methods are incorporated. It was found

that the conceptual design would be slightly more costly to maintain than the existing

design. However, it is important to focus on the benefits of managing landscape water

such as the opportunity to use the existing water for plant growth, augmenting or

replacing the need for additional manual irrigation, redirection of water to the

groundwater, the overall benefit to the environment, and potential opportunities to

educate park users to the benefits of water management. As well, the proposed design

provides a more aesthetically pleasing environment.

The author acknowledges that further testing and analysis would be useful to assess

detailed cost savings, and recommends further demonstration project which apply water

management methods to site design.
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1.0 PR.OJECT OVER.V{ÐW

1.1 XNTRODUCTTON

Wøter ís essentiøl to lífe...it is thereþre essential that we
leørn ønd prøctíce the fundamentals of water
conservation.r

Managing water in the landscape for its best use and subsequent conservation is an

important and timely issue. When discussions arise regarding the application and use

of landscape water some people continue to think of water as a free commodity - a

virtually limitless resource. However, many agree the resource needs to be managed,

protected and conserved, but may question what can be done. This practicum presents

an information source that begins to answer this question, and in the process

demonstrate ways to better manage landscape water.

To manage landscape water, that is the natural precipitation on a site, requires a wide

knowledge base of methods and guidelines that provide direction and guidance for

responsibly handling the resource. Managing landscape water may be defined as the

act or mønner of møraging, handling, directing or controlling the water that falls on

the løndscape or wqter that is addÊd to the landscape through irrigation methods.

Maruging landscape waler in lhe landscape requires skills in marnging or directing

water using the best judgment possible.

t Thomsen, C. 1993. "Water Conservation and the Frairie Landscape". The Prairie Garden.



I.2 C,OAL AND OtsJECTN/ES

The goal of the practicum project is to provide information to qssist in more effectively

managing water on-site, and demonstrøte the application of this information lo an

existing site.

The objectives ofthe project are to:

1. educate and introduce landscape architecture students and professionals,

municipalities, and those interested in marnging, conserving and protecting
the waler resütrce to the ever-increasing htovvledge base on water
mqnagement;

2. iilenffi and recommendwater n?anagement methods and guidelines to follow
and implementwhenworking with on-site water;

3. demonstrøte how the methods ønd guidelines mãy be applied to øn existing
site; and

4. analyze îhe fficliveness of applytng the proposed water management

melhods and gtidelines to a specific site.

1.3 PROJECT METHODOLOGY

1. Pertinent issues relating to water management were researched and

documented in three support studies. The first reviewed current literature on

water management. The second researched plant material considered by

experts to have a certain degree of water stress tolerance (see Appendix l).

The third examined methods to manage water, many of which are outlined in

Chapter Two.

2. A set of Water Management Guidelines was derived using the format and

information from theXeriscape Gardeningprinciples (see Chapter 3).

a
L
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A community park in Edmonton, Alberta, was chosen to demonstrate the

application of a number ofthe water management methods.

lnventory information and current maintenance practices for the demonstration

site were obtained from the City of Edmonton Planning and Development and

Parks and Recreation Departments. The inventory information is illustrated on

a number of drawings including tsuilt Structures, Surrounding .Land Uses,

Hydrologr, Topography, Slope Analysis, Existing Vegetation, and

[.ocation of Soil Tests.

Site constraints and opportunities for managing landscape water within the

demonstration site were analyzed and summarized on the Synthesis drawing.

The conceptual design of the site discussed and illustrated on the Concept Plan.

The site was "de-constructed" into nine zones according to existing use,

potential water regimes, and the opportunities for educating site visitors. The

de-construction is illustrated on the Site Zoning drawing

An analysis was carried out to compare the maintenance of the proposed water

management design with the existing maintenance regime carried out by the

Edmonton Parks and Recreation Department.

Finally, the management methods, guidelines and findings, as applied to the

demonstration site, are summarized and documented into report form.

6.

n



2.0 LITERATUR.E R.E\rIEW

Six subjects comprise the literature review, each of which describes a specific aspect of water

management The fust, 2.1 Managing Water - The Local and Global Reasons outlines

reasons why managing water is becoming an important aspect of site design. The second 2.2

Xertscape Gardening discusses a series of principles that may be utilized when working with

on-site water. 2.3 Site Planning and Design as the third topic, identifies the basic principles

of assessing and planning a site in order to manage water. 2.4 Plant Selection, discusses the

importance of choosing plant material with a high tolerance to water stress as a method to

manage, work with and utilize natural precipitation. The fifth topic, 2.5 Managing On-Site

lVater, describes management methods such as dry wells, dutch drains, and downspout

collection systems. The final topic,2.6 Site Maintenance, explores maintenance strategies

and techniques which can be incorporated to better manage landscape water.

2.1 MANAGING WATER - THB LOCAL AND GLOBAL REASONS

It's not difficult to see thøt water is the lifeline of the
nation; our very existence depenùs on ít. So it is tital to
consene v,ater, Jind ways of replacìng il,... and try not to
pollute the water we rlo have.2

Many reasons exist at both local and global levels that call for governments, landscape

architects, designers, and individuals interested in working with water to be cognizant

of the importance of managing the resource. Media and written sources discuss issues

' Addkiron. R. and D. Sellick 1983. Runnine Drv - How to Conserve Water Indoors and Out. New York
NY. Stein and Day.



that afect water availability such as global warming, pollutioq contamination, and

droughts. Speculation is that the greenhouse effect and global warming may result in

decreasing amounts of water. As temperatures rise and noticeable shifts in climatic

patterns emerge, some areas may experience less rainfall and warmer temperatures.

Other predictions include potential coastal area flooding and less water entering

drainage basins. Some experts believe that changes to the amount of available water is

currently happening and cite Africa as an example of increasing temperatures and ever-

decreasing amounts of water (The World Commission on Environment and

Development, 1987). Contamination of water may occur from chemically saturated

runofffrom agricultural fields, golf courses, and residential yards, all of which threaten

water quality. Another potential source of contamination is the disposai of raw sewage

directly into nearby surface water bodies. The Canadian media n1992 estimated that,

atthat time, approximately a third of all Canadian communities were disposing of raw

sewage in this manner (CBC news report).

Many countries experience difficulties supplyng their citizens with potable water. In

some countries, such as the United States, residents of some states live with water

rationing as a way of life (The World Commission on Environment and Development,

1987). Luckily, in Canad4 water is abundant, but many people use water from the tap

without much thought of it origins, potential realities of water pollutioq contaminatiorq

water shortages, or droughts. In the late 1980's, with 1988 being a significant year,

decreasing amounts of water resulted in droughty conditions in areas of the prairie



provinces. In municipalities, such as the City of Edmontorì, a potential water shortage

for the suÍrmer of 1994 was anticipated. ln response, the City instituted an "odd/even"

system for lawn watering correlated to civic addresses. This water rationing continued

on into the summer of 1995 and is anticipated to be recommended for summers to

come.

If the potential for water contamination" shortages and droughts is not enough to

heighten society's awareness and responsibility to manage water, one aspect - the cost

of purchasing water - usually does. Generally, in the summer months, water

consumption increases with approximately 50Yo of this water used for lawns and

gardens (University of Saskatchewan, 1992). During the 'lrought of 1988" the

University of Saskatchewan (1992) estimated that nearly 75To of the water consumed

during that summer was utilized for garden and lawn watering. The initial cost to

purchase treated water, which is used for outdoor watering is substantial for most

home owners and municipalities. The cost for a lush green landscape is even higher

given that most storm water systems direct the treated water used for landscape

watering back into the sewer system where it is processed and treated again.

Responsible water management then requires an understanding of the reasons for

managing water, including being cognizant of future potential limitations of the

resource due to the reasons discussed above, or municipality recommended programs

aimed at managing and limiting the use of water. Once those responsible for managing
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and using water have a better understanding of the issues and management options

available, the potential exists for managing the resource more effectively.

XERTSCAPE GARDENTNG

Planning and carefully designing a site is important when dealing with managrng

landscape water. [n current popular literature an approach referred to as Xeriscape

Gardening provides a series of principles that when implemented together offer a

holistic approach to managing and conserving landscape water. A brief discussion of

Xeriscape Gardening is important at this point to ensure the reader firlly understands

the concept.

Xeriscøping is a holistic approach to wise water
mânagement that integrates all facets of landscape design.3

The process of managing landscape water begins by looking at a site with an

understanding of it as a whole unit. The term"Xeriscape" is a registered trademark of

the National Xeriscape Council, which is a non-profit volunteer orgaruzation that

promotes the integrity of Xeriscape ()ardening. The first part of word "Xeri" comes

from the Greek word'Îeros" which means dry, and the term Xeriscape Gardeninghas

come to mean quality, water effcient landscaping.

3 
Stroud, T. 1987. "Xeriscaping...xeri-rvhat?" Ground Maintenance . pp.74-82.



The intent of Xeriscøpe Gardenir,lg is presented in the following seven principles

(Ellefson et al. 1992):

l. Site Plønníng and Design advocates understanding the physical site characteristics

and undertaking a thorough site inventory including but not limited to existing

vegetatior¡ built structures and utilities, topography, hydrology, soils and existing uses.

In Xeriscape landscapes, site design iinks together existing and intended uses while

working at managing on-site water.

2. Soil Improvements advocates knowing soil characteristics and potentially improving

the soil's water holding capability and absorption. Soil tests determine if amendments

are required and what types should be added.

3. Pradicsl Amounts of Turf recommends limiting the amount of turf appropriate fbr

the use or activity. As turf tends to be the one of the highest water users in the

landscape, limiting the amount will potentially reduce water requirements. However, in

some instances such as playing fields, turf remains the best choice.

4. Selecting the Appropriute Plunts is the fourth principle. Some plants utilize water

more efficiently than others and survive better in dry conditions. These fypes of plants

should be selected for Xeriscape designs.



2.3

5. Effuient Inigafion advocates well planned irrigation systems to meet the water

requirements of on-site vegetation. krigation methods include but are not limited to

hand watering, surface or underground soaker hoses, or automated systems.

6. Mulching recommends using a variety of mulch material to cover and cool the soil,

reduce evaporation and weed growth and lessen erosion. Xeriscape enthusiasts

recommend both organic and inorganic types of mulches, depending on the desired

results and/or site specific requirements.

7. Muintensnce as the last principle, advocates working towards a landscape which

requires a minimal amount of maintenance. As Xeriscape landscapes tend to be

healthier, they require less pruning weeding fertilizing and watering.

SITE PI,ANNING AND DESIGN

Site planning and design has been described as being at either ends of a continuum

where planning represents a general, long-range look at a site; desþ is detailed and

specific. For water management designs, one goal is to plan and design the site to

reduce overall water requirements and maintenance (Eilefson, Stephens and Welstr,

reez).

To work towards managing water, a design method referred to as "zoning" or

"hydrozoning" is useful for water management desþs @lleßorq Stephens and Welsb



1992;Thomse4 1993; University of Saskatchewaq 1992). Zonngdivides a site into a

series of zones that locates plants with similar cultural requirements (i.e., water, sun,

shade) together. When grouping plants, the more water stress tolerant plants should be

placed on the prevailing wind in order to shelter less tolerant plants. Other physical

design features may be incorporated into the zone desigq such as wind breaks, in order

to reduce evaporatiorq and prevent soil and plants from drying out (University of

Saskatchewa+ 1992).

Site grading may also be successfully utilized to trap water on-site rather than allowing

it to run oñsite and enter the stormwater system @leßorL Stephens and Welst¡

1992). Knowing existing topography, with low spots where water will drain provides

opportunities for taking advantage of site water and replenishing groundwater. A site

may be graded to better direct water to a location where it can be most useful such as

planting beds or large expanses ofturfl

PI.ANT SEI,ECTTON

Selecting plants that meet the design requirements and take advantage of and thrive on

natural precipitation is important in managing landscape water. To assist in selection"

knowing the meaning of Latin terms utilized in Botanic rurmes, and plant physiological

characteristics is usefi.rl.

10



2.4.1 DroughtFhysiology

Drought physiology can be defined as "the study of the activities and life

processes which ocar in plants during periads of draqhf'. The life

processes affects a plant's ability to survive through times when water is not

readily available. The cohesion-adhesion-tension theory is usefi¡l in explaining

water movement within plants and the resulting water deficit damage. Water

movement through plants is associated with transpiration" with water being

absorbed by osmosis through the roots and transported via the ><ylem to every

part of the plant. A water deficit gradient is established once water vapor is

lost from leaves, which is passed on from cell to cell. If a water deficit exists in

the leaf cell, the adjoining cell must provide a specific amount of water. This

exchange of water continues until root cells receive the message that more

v/ater is required. The process results in the roots needing to absorb more

moisture. As well, air pockets may form in the 
"ylem 

cells with decreasing

water uptake. This decreases the capillary action of water, drawing it from the

roots to the stems and leaves, and eventually the cycle is broken. Once brokerq

it is very difficult to re-establish and drought stress results. If water is not

available for an extended period of time, death progresses from cell to tissues,

to the organs, and eventually the whole plant (Rankia 1994).

Photosynthesis is affected by the reduction or removal of water. Cell

composition is mostly water by which carbohydrates are transported through

11



the sap which may plug the phloem cells. Without water, food movement is

halted and the plant must rely on reserves. If healthy, the plant will have an

abundance of reserves, allowing it to survive and replace loss of leaves.

Within the process of photosynthesis, chlorophyll acts as the catalyst in the

chemical reaction. During times of drought, chlorophyll production is inhibited

ßankin, 1994). Respiration uses oxygen to break down carbohydrates to

supply food for the plant. Water vapor is given ofl but if photosynthesis is

disrupted or decreased due to lack of water, respiration will be affected as well.

Cell death occurs if respiration is greater than photosynthesis (Rankin, 1994).

The sum of these processes, metabolisn¡ will vary with plant type. Some

mesoph¡es and xerophytes have different and varying carton dioxide use

efficiency. For example, some true xerophytes (e.g. Sempeniwtm spp.) have

metabolisms that allow them to open their stomata during the night, resulting in

absorption of carbon dioxide which is stored until daylight. As well,

metabolism processes such as enz)¡me activity and hormone production may

alter during times of drought, as can cell divisior¡ resulting in decreases in leaf

size and number ßarkin, 1994).

Physiological factors, both internal and extemal affect the rate of transpiration.

External factors include the amount of radiant energy absorbed by the plant,

L2



temperature and relative humidity, atmospheric pressure, pollution and soil

characteristics. lnternal factors include size, positioq arld location of the

leaves, as well as leaf anatomy (i.e., cuticle thickness, double epidermis, size

and aperture of the stomata). Other internal factors include plant age and

health, as well as its ability to retain water or transpire (Simpso4 1981). Table

2.1 outlines Íuüry of the mechatrisms that aid in water stress tolerance,

followed by the mode of action which makes it possible.

TABLE 2.1 - PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS
F O R WATE R STRESS.TOLERANCE

MECHANISM MODE OF ACTION

lmproved Water Uptake Extensive root system.
Efficient root system.

Control of Transpirational Loss Reduced leaf area
Cuticle changes to reduce rvater loss.

Change in leaf configuration and hairiness.
Reduction of stomatal numbers and size or
sunken stomata.
Control of stomatal aperture.

Water Storage in Plant Tissue Stems, leaves, roots.

SOURCE: Simpson (198r)

2.4.2Latin Names as Key to Water Stress Tolerance

Latin terms within Botanic nomenclature may be useful in selecting plants for

water management designs (Taylor's Guide, 1990). Table 2.2 provides a list of

characteristics that plants most often possess that can withstand water stress,

13



and lisis conesponding botanical nomenclature or Latin terms used to describe

these conditions.

TABLE 2.2 - CORRESPONDENCE -WATER STRESS ANÐ BOTANICAL NAMES

SOURCE: Ta¡'lor's Guide (1990)

2.4.3 Flant Species With Water Stress Tolerance

Choosing plant species that possess some ability to withstand water stress can

assist in managing landscape water as these plants survive and in many cases,

CHARACTERISTICS BOTANICAL NOMENCI-ATURE

Hairy leaves tomentosum
tontentosus
pubescens
villosas
mollis

Silvery leaves argentea

Write or grav bloorrr on the leaves glauca

Coarse or stiff hairs hirsutata
hirta
hispida

Long, narrow lcavcs angustifolia

Threadlike lcavcs Jìlamentosa

Creeping or spreading repens
replan,s

horizonlalis
patens
procumbens
divaricatus

Mcadow or hcld grorving plants pratensis
campestris

Grorving in sandl' placcs arenari a
arenarius

I4



thrive on the natural amount of rainfall without additional irrigation (Nehrling

and Neh¡ling 1968; Williams, 1993; Currat¡ Smreciu and Van Dy( 1983). A

series of lists provided in Appendix 1 offer suggestions for plants with a greater

water stress tolerance.

Choosing to reduce turf grass amount and replace it with other plant material is

useful in managing landscape water. Grasses used most often on the Canadian

prairies tend to be very high water consumers. Traditional 'bluegrass lawn"

requires approximately 18 gallons of water per square foot per growing season

to tlrive. A portion or all of a turf grass area may be replaced with native

grasses and wildflowers, drought-tolerant sh¡ubs or groundcovers, woodchips,

or areas of gravel and boulders (Thomsen, 1993).

2.4.4 Native Plant Selection

Selecting native plants or those that have adapted to growing under the harsh

conditions of the Canadian prairies also represent good choices for managing

water. Using native plants in design tends to enhance the natural regional

environment and provides a living geographical heritage. Use of native plants

tends to reduce maintenance costs as these plants are adapted to growing in the

specific climate and will not require such procedures such as covering in the fall

or winter. Native plants have adapted to the varying and natural water regime,

and tend to survive short-term drought conditions. Whatever plant material

15



2.5

chosen, the aim is to manage on-site water by utilìzing a series of informed

choices.

MAT{AGING ON- Sr[E WATEII.

2.5.1 Weather Forecasts

Even in years of normal rainfall, it's wise to read weather
forecasts. a

Watching weather forecasts is an age old method of working with and managing water.

A heavy rain of 8-10 cm (3-4 inches) should sustain healthy plants for about 10 days.

Being cognizant of potential precipitation is especially important when using automatic

sprinkler systems which are programmed to start and turn offregardless of the amount

of natural precipitation falling. If rain is forecast, manual irrigation systems should be

shut off and natural rainfall utilized. Some systems are equipped with water sensors

which detect a certain level of natural falling water and trigger the qystem to shut ofl

thus providing a good choice for better water management (Addkison and Sellicþ

1e83).

2.5.2 W ater Infiltration

Catching and holding the water that falls naturally is an important step in managing

water. The ground acts as a sponge allowing water to percolate into the groundwater

o 
Addkiron R. and D. Sellick. 1983 Running Drv - How to Conserve Water Indoors and Out. New Yorlq

NY. Stein and Day.
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system (Thomsen 1993). Figure 2.I illustrates decreasing amounts of water absorption

as paved areas are increased (Tourbier and Westmacott, 1981).

FTGURE 2.I - CTIANGES IN IYATER TNFII-TRATION
WTT,H INCRfuISED AMOUNTS OF PAVED SURFACES

A) KEY TO WATERIMILTRATION B) WATER IMILTRATION
NA,TIJRAL GROI]III) COVER

Evapo-transpiration

Sh¿llow
InfiItration Deep infiltration

c) W.A.TER TNFTLTRATTON WTIH
20% PAVED ST]RFACE

E) WATER IMILTRATION WTTH
TSIOOV" PAVED STiRFACE

l0oÂ 5V"

SOTIRCE: Tourbier and fuestmacott, 1981

D) WATER INFTLTRATTON WTIH
3S'5O% PAVED STJRFACE
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2.5.3 Stepped Planter Boxes

Stepped planter boxes offer an effective way to use and re-use landscape water. Water

is channeled from the top box to the next box and through to the bottom planter box.

which is designed with weep holes to assist in draining excess water. The water may

be directed to an underground storage area composed of sand or gravel or distributed

to other site locations. Figure 2.2 tllustrates the planter box system. Figure 2.3 details

the construction of an individual planter box.

F.IGT]RE 2.2 - STEPPED PT./INTER BOÆS

box

Gravel layer in
ground drains final
runoff

SOURCE: Addkison and Sellick, 1983 (fig*.nottoscale)

FIGURE 2.3 - PIANTER DETAIL

Soil

Gravel

Coarse sand

Weeping holc

Slant bottom board

Plastic sheet

SOURCE: Addkison and Sellick, 1983 (figure not to scale)
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2.5.4 lrrigation Systems and Components

A number of irrigation applications may be applied to site desigq including

pumps to redirect water, soaker systems, planter box irrigation, drip inigation

methods.

2.5.4.1 Fumps

To circulate and distribute water to areas of higher water needs, pumps

may be incorporated into irrigation systems. Pumps and their

accompanying systems need not be complicated or large in size. In

actuality, pumps used in the landscape are usually quite small and

require little space. Pumps may be attached to a garden hose complete

with a built in filter, and be designed to suction water from a container

down to a depth of 3.18 mm (1/8 inch) (Addkison and Sellick, 1983).

Recommended landscape pumps are stationary, selÊpriming, and

submersibles. Stationary pumps are useful when watering only one

area. SelÊp.iming pumps supply complete systems, moving as much as

300 gallons of water in an hour, and are capable of watering numerous

areas at once (Addkison and Sellic( 1983). Submersible pumps are

used to direct water from gray or municipal water sources to holding

tanks. Figure 2.4 details a pump and planter box in three parts. Part

A) shows the location of a planter box and pumping systenq which
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FTGURE 2.4 - PUMP WTTTTIN A PT-ANTER BOX

A) PLAN OF PLANTER BOX ANI} PUMP LOCATION

B) SECTION OF'PLANTER BOX AND PUMPS

C) DETAIL OF HOSE AND PUMP CONNECTION

--------sHose to plantcr

Hose from pump

SOURCE: Addkison and Setlick, 1983 (figure nor to scale)

becomes a selÊcontained watering system. Part B) shows a detail of a

hose; the pump connection is shown in part C).

Pipe

Pump and holding
tank

Planter box

Flexible pipe or hose
PVC pipe

Holding tank

Soil

Pump

Planter box
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2.5.4.2 Soaker System

Soaker systems are used to direct water to locations in the landscape where it

can be the most useful, resulting in a more efficient use of the resource.

Different types of water sources may be used with the soaker system such as

municipal water supply or water collected from a drain pipe. Successful use

of soaker systems will depenci on the size of the area to be irrigated, however,

due to their intricacy, these systems may be most effective at the residential

scale of design. For residential applications where the home owner is able to

clean out the system and watch for problems, common household recyclables

such as a coffee can to make an effective soaker device for trees and shrubs

(Addkison and Sellick 1983). The coffee can is attached to a water hose with

a siamese shut offvalve used to supply two separate soaker cans. Soakers are

placed on the soil halfivay between the trunk and the tree's drip line. Figure

2.5 illustrates a simple way of designing and applyng a soaker inigation using

a coffee can.

FIGURE 2.5 - SOAKER IRRIGATION- Residential Application

Vegetation

Water hose

Shut-off control
valve

Coffee cans

SOURCE: dddkison and Sellick, 1983 (figure nor ro scale)
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FIGT]RE 2.6. T-HREE MET'HODS OF PIÁNTER BOX IRRIGATION

A) PIPE ATTACHED TO THE SIDE OFPLANTER

2.5.4.3 Planter Box [rrigation

Planter box irrigation is a simple method of applying drip inigation to planter

boxes by attaching a sprinkler hose at one of three positions on the planter. As

Figure 2.6 shows, A) is on the outer edge of the planter; B) is at soil level; and

C) is under the soil surface. This system directs water to the location where it

is most beneficial to plant material.

Clamp

Rigid plastic pipe

Planter box

Soil

B) SOIL LEVEL IRRIGATION

C) BELOW SOILLEVEL

Flexible
polyethylene pipc

Planter box

Soil

Flexible pipe buried
7.6 cm (3 inches) in
soil

Flanter Box

Soil

SOURCE: Addkison and Sellick, 1983 (ñgure not to scale)
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2.5.4.4 Drip Imigation

Drip irrigation is an efficient method of suppþing water to plant roots where it

can be best utilized. As Figure2T Ã) illustrates, when water is applied in a

flood irrigation method to the surface of the planter, the top portion of the soil

becomes saturated, leaving the root zone potentially dry. Figure 2.7 B)

illustrates potential water penetration with a drip inigation systerq supplying

plant roots with the majority of available water.

FTGT]RE 2.7 - FT,OOD WRSUS DRIP IRRIGATION

A) FLOOD IRRIGATION

B) DRIP IRRIGATION

Shallow water
penetration

No water wasted to
the sides of the
planter

Deep water
penetration to the
root zone
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2.5.4.5 Use of Gray \ilater

Gray water has been used by gardeners in times of unpredictable summer rains

or prolonged droughts to supplement traditional watering regimes, and has

been used to compensate for undersized or malfunctioning septic tanks

(Addkison and Sellick, 1983). Kourik (1995) discusses two studies which

estimate the amount of gray water generated by households. The first study

estimates between 52 and 65% of the total water generated in the interior of

houses may be utilized as a gray water source. However, the other study

which assessed eight graywater systems, each with retrofitted plumbing in older

housing, reported substantially lower number between 2.2 and I I%. An

explanation for the low numbers is that when retrofitting older houses and

using existing gray water sources? such as a master bedroom bathtub or

washing machine, costs may be prohibitive, resulting in the exclusion of these

water sources ,and less available for landscape irrigation. If gray water is used,

insrrfficient pressure to properly flush the system may result. This should be

assessed by a plumbing expert before gray water sources are used for

landscaping purposes. Landscape architects may wish to advise clients to only

use gray water in new houses (Kourih 1995).

When using gray water for irrigation purposes, water must not be allowed to

stand overnight in the system or pool on the ground surface to reduce the

potential health risk for disease. It is recommended that graywatú be applied
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by underground drip inigation systems to avoid potential problems. As a rule,

gray water from dishwashers will include food particles, residue from soaps

and detergents, as well as the possible human pathogens. Soaps and detergents

usually contain sodium salts which can accumulate in the soil, damaging soil

structure, killing soil bacteria and root hairs, and producing alkaline condition

not conducive to most plant growth (Addkison and Se[iclq 1983).

If gray water is used, and the use continues for some time, pH level should be

checked. If pH is over'7.5, the soil may be overloaded with sodium. Gypsum

may be added to the soil at a rate of two pounds per 30 square metres (per 100

square feet), per month (Addkison and Sellick, 1983). Fresh water applied to

the soil will also help flush out excessive salts. Rain as well, will contribute to

the leaching out of sodium ions. Fresh and gray water can be combined when

irrigating to increase the length oftime before build-up becomes a problem.

Utilizing gray water as a inigation source may require lifestyle changes

including the elimination of cleaning products containing chlorine bleach and

boron. Powdered laundry detergents usually have sodium based fillers and

additives, which should also be avoided if planning to use the washing machine

as a gray water source. Biodegradable products may be a safer choice.
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Some municipalities prohibit the reuse of water for health or other reasons and

outline these restrictions in their plumbing code regulations (Addkison and

Sellick, 1983) Howeveq some governments such as the state of California,

have legalized gray water use for landscape irrigation (Kourilq 1995).

Knowledge of existing legislation and regulations governing the area in which

the use of gray water is planned for landscape inigation purposes is necessary.

2.5.4.6 [Iarvesting Water From Roof Downspouts

By all means take the time to catch rainwater. Few people
realize that catching rainwater in a deluge is a difÏicult
task; it falls too fast. But most rains are slow and steady so
water can be salvaged by using some of the efficient
methods detailed below.s

The water falling on roof tops, down the gutter and into downspouts may be a

useful source of water for landscape irrigation. Downspouts may be

discorurected from municipal sewer systems and the water redi¡ected to the

landscape. These ideas may be applied to new and existing buildings.

one advantage of managing water through redirection of rooftop water is the

potential reduction of overloading conventional storm water systems, thus

reducing flood peaks and floods downstream. In existing combined sewer

t Addki*n R. andD. Sellick. 1983 Runnins Dr.v - How to Conscrve Water Indoors and Out. New York,
NY. Stein and Day.
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systems, where sanitary and storm waters converge together, treatment costs

will be reduced as less storm water is introduced into the system. Another

advantage to disconnecting downspouts from sewer systems and redirecting

water into the landscape is the potential for increased infiltration into the

gtoundwater system (Tourbier and Westmacott, 1981).

A disadvantage of disconneøing downspouts from the sewer system is that

increased amounts of above ground water could potentially cause erosion and

flooding problems on-site or on adjacent properties. These potential problems

have to be carefully dealt with at the detailed design stage. Another problem is

potential seepage of water into basements if water is not properþ directed

away from buildings. In some cases, homeowners or municipalities may find

costs too prohibitive to modify existing downspouts, especially if major

changes are required to the existing roof or downspout systenl or to existing

landscaped areas (Tourbier and Westmacott, 1981). As we[ many stormwater

collections systems rely on the 'fushing"' action of runoff water to clear the

system. Hthe system is not flushed out properly, it may become plugged with

sediment or sewage.

To utilize rooftop water as an irrigation source, downspouts may be

disconnected nea¡ ground level and connected to an elbow thus directing the

discharge water to its intended location. The water can be discharged into an
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inÍltration trench or seepage are4 gravel-filled trenches, or directed through

the use of a gutter, trench, or pipe to irrigate other areas of the site. As

discussed above, ensure the redirected water does not drain into neighboring

properties, or basements by incorporating a minimum 2 %o grade away from

buildings (Tourbier and westmacott, 1981). Figure 2.8 shows a downspout

collection system where water from the downspout is directed to a brick gutter

swale which allows water to drain to an underground holding are4 where the

water then may seep into the surrounding ground.

FIGURE 2.8. TYPICAL DOWNSPOUT COLLECTION

Brick guttcr catches
water and redirects
it away from the
building. Provide a
minimum 2 o/o grade
away from the
structure.

Liner

Sand layer

Gravel or crushed
stone providing
underground storage

SOURCE: Tourbier and Westmacott, 1981 (figure nor ro scale)

Another option is to connect the downspouts directly to a perÊorated pipe

which runs the length of a gravel filled trench or dutch drain. The system can
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be designed to drain directly onto a concrete apron or gravel trench, into the

planting bed, or as Figure 2.9 illustrates to an underground perforated pipe

which discharges water directly to a planting bed or another part of the site.

F'IGURE 2.9 . DOWNSPOUT WATER REDIRECTED

Water directed to
perforated pipe to
be redirected to
other areas on sitc
and arvay from the
building.

SOURCE: Tourbier and Westmacott, 1981 1figure notro scale)

Figure 2.10 details an underground system that directs water to a holding area

that may be natural vegetation, dutch drain or another type of holding tank.

FIGUR.E 2.'!,0. DETATL OF AN UNDERGROUND SYSTEM

House

Downspout

Baclisplash with
drain hole

Brick or wood block
to raise pipe

VA UNÐERGROUND PIPE

SOIIRCE: Addkison and Sellick, 1983 (figure nor ro scate)
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Sediment traps are useful additions to downspout collection systems, and may

be used in conjunction with a roof gutter system or incorporated into ground

level systems, as detailed in Figure 2.1 1 Sediment traps will require periodic

cleaning.

F'IGURE 2.II - DETATL OF A SEDIMENT TRAP

The dottcd arrorv shorvs
watcr direction during
normal rain conditions.
During major storms the fill
up and the water would then
overflorv.

Source: Tourbier and Westmâcott, 1981 (figure not ro scale)

2.5.4.7 Dutch Drains

A dutch drain can be defined as a ditct¡ trench or pit filled with stone, broken

bricþ gravel, rubble or the like, used to collect runofl and are useful for

retaining water on-site (Morrow, 1987). Dutch drains need to be kept clearl

with maintenance minimized by using filters of gravel, cloth or paper which

limits infiltration of fine particles. Figure 2.I2 details the construction of a

dutch drain.
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F.TGURE 2.I2 - ÐETAIL OF DUTCTT DRAIN CONSTRUCTION

êY->
1f.t

Place filter cloth over
trcnch, rveighted dorvn
rvith stones.

Back fill trench with
coars€ grarel, which will
pull cloth into trench

Fold cloth over gravel.

Replace topsoil.

SOURCE: Tourbier and Westmacott, 1983 1figure not to scåle)

2.5.5 Porous Pavement

Pavements that allow water to drain through them and potentìally be directed

to other areas of the site or to the groundwater system are useful in managing

landscape water. Porous pavement differs from convention asphalt in that

porous has a void volume of about 15 % as compared to 2-3Yo for

conventional asphalt. When porous pavement paving is utilized in desigr¡ it

should be used on well or moderately-well drained soils. Sloping sites or sites

with poor drainage may require special design considerations. As well"

bedrock depth should be greater than 1 metre (3 ll2 feet) (Tourbier and

Westmacott, 1981).
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Advantages of porous pavement are potential reductions in runofffrom paved

areas, reduction of local flood peaking effects, and potential replenishing of

groundwater. Roadside vegetation may improve due to increased water

availability. As porous pavement tends to have less water pooling on the

surfaces, potential skidding and slipping by pedestrians is reduced (Tourbier

and Westmacott, 1981).

The main problem with using porous pavement in cold climates, such as the

Canadian prairies is the potential for water to accumulate underneath the

pavement and cause heaving problems due to freeze and thaw cycles. To

alleviate this, ensure water is not stored directly under the paving itself but is

directed away from the pavement area to a location such as an adjacent

planting bed, a dry well or dutch drain. Figure 2.13 shows a typical or standard

section of porous paving

FIGURE 2.13. TYPICAL POROUS PAVING SECTION

Edge of pavement

10 cm (4 inches)
minimum surface

Filtcr cloth

2 layer system with
sand to preserre
clogging

Undisturbcd eafth

SOIIRCE: Tourbier and Westmacott, l98l (figure notto scale)
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lliltilìil

When installing porous paving, a shallow rolled asphalt curb is often used and

the typical curb omitted. Porous asphalt pavement is typically laid in four

layers as detailed in Figure 2.13.

F.IGT]RE 2.14. STANDARD SECTION OF POROT]S PAVING

The first is a wearing course 5.1 - 6.3
cm (2 - 2 1/2 inches) thick
The second layer is 5.1 cm (2 inchcs)
of 1.2 cm (1/2 inch) clean, rvashed
crushed stone.

The thirrl layer is the rcsen'oir basc
cours€ which is to be laid to a
minimum o122.8 cm (9 inches) deep.
(This dimension rvill vary according
to required bearing capacity, resen'e
capacity and soil drainage). This
minimum depth should consist of
clean, washed crushed stone to a
maximum 6.3 cm (2 1/2 inch) size,
ideally 5.1 cm (2 inches), laid in four
7.6 cm (3 inch) lifts, which are not
rolled or otherwise compacted so that
40 7" of this layer remains as voids.
Soil and clay especially need to be
kept out of this layer to retain the
above mentioned void space.

The fourth laycr is the subgrade or
the undisturbed subsoil. This layer
should also not be compacted during
construction. Tests should be carried
out stating the soil's permeability,
Ioad bearing capacity, resistance to
frost heaving, and permeability.

SOI-IRCE. Tourbier and Westmacott, 1981 (figu¡e not to scale)

Where soils a¡e poorly drained, a dutch drain may be used at the porous paving

edge, as shown in Figure 2.15. In this applicatioq water accumulating in the

t-
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dutch drain should be directed away from the pavement due to freeze/thaw

problems discussed above.

FIGURE 2.1,5 - ADDITION OF DUTCTT
DRAIN TO POROUS PAVING

Paving

Filter cloth

Base forming the
dutch drain

Undisturbed eaúh

SOIJRCE: Tourbier and Westmacott, 1981 1figure notto scale)

On sites with a slope greater than 5olo, porous paving is not recommended. On

shallower slopes a runoffswale may be gravel filled and accept runoffor a tile

drain may be used in the base of the swale to assist in removing excess water

and improve water movement and drainage (Tourbier and Westmacott 1981).

This is detailed in Figure 2.1ó.

FIGURE 2.16 - USE OF A TII.E DRAIN WIT'H POROUS PAVEMENT

A) BEFORE PLACEMENT OF A TILE DRAIN

Water accumulates

Pavement

Cobbles

7,one of Saturation

SOTIRCE: Tourbier and Westmacotto 1981 lfigure not to scale)
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B) AF-TER PLACEMENT OFA TILE DRAIN

Watcr accumulatcs

Pavement

Filter Cloth

Grarel Fillcd Srvale

Tile drain

SOURCE: Tourbier and Westmacott, 1981 1figure not ro scalc)

Another use of porous paving is in a sports application such as a basketball

court. In this applicatior¡ on-site water is designed to drain through the

pavement and be directed to a storage area. Fþre2.l7 shows a typical cross-

section of a basketball court with porous asphalt paving.

F'TGUR.E 2.I7 - BASKETBALT. COURT WITW
POROUS,L\HALT PAVING

Concrcte retaining wall may be
incorporated for extra support

Filter Blanket

Crushed Stone

Sandy Topsoil

SOTIRCE: Tourbier and Westmacott, lg8l (figure nor to scale)
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2.5.6 Modulan Faving

Modular paving may be used to manage on-site water by providing drainage

opportunities from walking surflaces and re-directing water to areas where it is

most beneficial for plant material. Modular paving should be used on well to

moderately-well drained soils and should not be used on steep slopes unless

specifically designed for a terraced area. Modular pavers such as precast

concrete lattice blocks, brick or plastic* may be used in site design applications.

One advantage of using modular paving is in large grassy areas where paving

blocks such as lattice blocks allow grass to grow between the holes and

become established. Using a combination of modular paving and grass lessens

the visual severity of large paved areas. Using this type of paving in some

applications adds physical stability that is able to support pedestrian traffic and

vehicles. Modular pavers are flexible, can withstand minor movements, and

may be lifted to access underground utilities, if required. As well, creativity can

be executed in the layout and design of areas paved with modular paving due

to the variety of patterns (Tourbier and Westmacott 1981).

ln most cases, skilled labor is required to lay modular paving which is a

disadvantage and results in a more costly choice when compared to other types

* Plastic pavrng prod'rcts $'ere not researched for tlús project.
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of paved surfaces. Certain bricks may be rough as a walking surface for some

user groups especially if gaps or joints remain between the pavers. As well,

these gaps may provide the opportunity for weed growth which may require

weed control. Chemical treatment may cause other problems such as potential

contaminants traveling into above or below ground water systems.

Three types of modular pavers a.re recoÍtmended for water management

designs: 1) concrete blocks; 2) modular bricks or concrete pavers, or 3) precast

concrete perforated pavers (Tourbier and Westmacott, 1981).

1) Concrete Blocks may be lattice concrete or monoslab concrete blocks.

Lattice concrete blocks are useful for informal grass areas which

accommodate parking, for lining glass channels, and erosion control

ramps. Where high porosity is required the blocks should be laid on a

bed of gravel or crushed aggregate followed by a layer of fines and

gravel. Where erosion control is the motive, blocks may be laid

directly on the soil and screened with topsoil. Monoslab concrete

blocks may be used for driveways, parking areas, erosion control on

slopes, banks and waterways. It is recommended to use the rough side

of the blocks for these applications. For footpaths, sidewalks, bike

trails, tree grates, malls and patios, the smooth side is recommended.

2) Modular bricks are usually placed on a bed of gravel and topped with a

5 cm (2 inch) layer of coarse sand. Modular bricks come in a variety of

specifications. The comprehensive strength is usually 7,500 to 10,000

psi which is adequate for areas where greater support is required. This

strength provides greater support than lattice blocks would.
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3) Precast concrete perforated pavers are placed over a precast concrete

lattice block, and may be fabricated to a number of specifications. one

main use of pefrlrated pavers is for large applications rvhere rvarping

would not be acceptable. Pavers are laid on a base course of gravel of

the necessary depth to provide adequate water storage and 5 cm (2

inches) ofcoarse sand.

Figure 2.18 details the use of granite, brick or concrete blocks as a porous

pavement. Figure 2.19 detalls modular paving useful for grass swales.

Required maintenance may involve the blocks be lifted and the sand filter

cleaned out.

F"IGT]R.E 2.18 - DETAII, OF GRANITE, BRICK AND
CONC RET E ßI,OCK PAWR.S

Granite, brick or
concrcte blocls set
on ¿ bed of sand.

Pcrforated concrete
slab 6 cm (2 1/2
inches) sct in lattice
concrete slab and 5
cm (2 inchcs) of
sand.

SOIIRCE: Tourbien and

FIGURE 2.19 - DETAIT. OF PERFORATED CONCRETE SIAT} P, VER,g

Westmacott, 1981 (figure not ro scale)

Source: Tourbier and Westmacott, l98l 1figure nor ro scate)
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2.5.7. Multi - Use Dry Impoundments

Multi-use dry impoundments are designed to cover large areas of a site, and

when properly designed will form extensive sheets of shallow water over the

area. These impoundments are referred to as multi-use as they store water

underground but also allow sur lace uses to continue. Multi-use dry impounds

are useful in directing flow to a specified are4 reducing downstream flow

amounts; allowing on-site water storage, replenishing groundwater, and

providing water for plant material. Generally, multi-use dry impoundments are

most compatible with informal and non-intensive open space uses.

Multi-use dry impoundments should be designed on well-drained to

moderately-well drained sites which are not steep, but gently rolling. A large

land base is required to allow sufficient space for shallow water dispersal

during peak storm times. Paved parking areas may be used as part or all of a

multi-use dry impoundment drainage area (Tourbier and Westmacott, 1981).

One advantage of using multi-use dry impoundments is, given their shallow

gradient, the a¡ea is easily maintained by conventional machinery and

management methods. Disadvantages include possible sediment accumulation

requiring periodic removal, requirement for a larger land baie, and intemrption

of original intended use when inundated with water (e.9., if used as a playing

field) (Tourbier and Westmacott, 1981).
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The multi-use dry impoundment should be designed large and shallow. The

impoundment can be designed using berms or other earth dams which direct

and contain water flow during storm flood times. If the area is to be turf, grass

species which are tolerant of brief periods of heavy water inundation should be

chosen, such as fescue due to their hardiness and drought resistance. Ifthe soil

drains well and water is eliminated quicklg no further attention is required.

Sites which are less well-drained may require tiles or perflorated pipes set 25 cm

(1 foot) deep and 2.5 m (10 feet) on center. Water from these drains may be

discharged into a dry well, dutch drains, or directed to areas that will benefit

from added amounts of water The area around the multi-use impoundment

basin should be covered with vegetation and be designed to eliminate potential

erosion problems (Tourbier and Westmacott, 1981).

Costs for installing the impoundments will vary depending on the area chosen,

site characteristics such as the surlace (paved or grass), and the slope or terrain.

Costs include installation of the underdrain system such as a dry well or dutch

drain, if required. To reduce maintenance requirements, the site should be

designed with a slope ratio not exceeding 1:5. Maintenance will include

periodic removal of accumulated sediment (Tourbier and Westmacott, 1981).

Figure 2.20 detuls a multi-use dry impoundment.
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F'IGURE 2.20. MUI,TI-USE DRY IMPOUNDMENTS

Maximum rvatcr lcl'cl

Filter blanket

SOURCE: Tourbier and \ryestmacott, 1981 (flrgure nor to scate)

2.5.8 Parking Lot Catchment and Temporary Storage

Parking lots may provide a source of water for plant material but will require

special management. Catching and temporarily storing water from parking lots

is most applicable in existing urban areas but may be useful in overflow parking

areas which are not used on a regular basis. Using parking lots for temporary

water storage may reduce peak runoff being discharged downstream and

reduce costs associated with conventional stormwater sewer methods. If the

parking lot is paved with porous material, such as porous asphalt or paving

bricks, increased soil infiltration is an additional bonus. Sediment will be

retained in the parking lot, reducing the amount traveling downstream where it

may cause filter blockages or sedimentation problems. When sediment

accumulates, it will have to be removed (Tourbier and V/estmacott, 1981). If a

Underdrain
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sufficient depth exists, frozen parking lots may be used for outdoor recreation

opportunities zuch as skating.

Disadvantages of temporarily storing water in parking lots include the possible

inconvenience to parking lot users if standing water remains. Vehicles may be

damaged if water levels rise significantly during heavy rain storms. As well, oil

and fuel residue from vehicles may contaminate the standing water. Water

stored on parking lots and directed to the landscape will have to be directed

through a filtering system to alleviate potential contamination.

When using parking lots for temporary water storage, signs should be placed

on site which warn uses of potential flooding during peak storms. The choice

whether to use the parking lot can then be made by site visitors. The maximum

water depth allowed to accumulate should be kept to 20 cm (8 inches) to

ensure water does not seep into car interiors or immerse car axles which may

potentially remove oil and fuel residues from the underside of the vehicles

(Addkison and Sellicþ 1983). The area should drain fairly quickly after a

ston4 be filtered, and directed to a planting bed, grassed area, or the

groundwater system. In new parking lots, these design considerations should

be incorporated in the initial design (Tourbier and Westmacott, 1981). Deep

water storage may also be accommodated by infrequently used parking lots and
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may allow water accumulation at depths gleater than 20 cm (8 inches), with

special design considerations applied in these instances.

Costs include installation of the standard parking lot, sluice, a controlled release

drain, emergency spillway, and any additional curbing, according to the design.

Periodic maintenance activities include sweeping to collect any sediment and

debris, and cleaning of the release drain (Tourbier and Westmacott, 1981).

The following figures show parking lot storage. Figure 2.21 A) shows shallow

storage with a concrete curb, which is used to detain the water to the parking

lot area. Figure 2.21 B) illustrates shallow storage as well, relying on a grass

berm for containment.

FTGURE 2.21 - PARKING LOT - SHAI.LOW STORAGE

A) WITH CONCRETE CTJRB

Crest of spillway

Concrete curb

Maximum level of
temporary storage

Catch basin

Controlled release
drain

B) WITH GRASS BERM

Grass berm

Crest of spillway

Maximum level of
temporary storage

Catch basin

Controlled release
drain

lllllillrfilIililil

SOURCE: Tourbier and lffestmacott 1981 (figure notto scate)
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2.5.9 Terraces

Terraces are used as a soil conservation technique and are also effective for

managing on-site water. Design specifications allow for potential interception

of down slope flowing water, erosion reduction, and groundwater recharge.

Terrace design however, in most instances requires large tracts of land and

should not be designed too shallow to ensure water is not standing for long

periods of time which may pose problems for pedestrians traversing the site

(Tourbier and Westmacott, 1981).

Serrated cut terraces, as detailed in Figure 2.22 alter the shape and contours of

a hillside. These terraces look somewhat like steps and are designed this way

in order to provide level areas which slow water movement and allow

percolation into the hillside rather than moving downslope and causing

potential erosion. Serrated cut terraces may be used in conjunction with other

water management methods such as stepped planter boxes to control water

with less alteration to existing contours.

FIGURE 2.22 - SERRATED CUT TERRACE

Original slope

SOURCE: Tourbier and Westmacott, 1981 (ñgure not to scale)
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2.5.10 Retaining Walls

Retaining walls may be incorporated into slopes to permanently stabilize thenl

creating gentle or flat areas above the wall, with runoffbeing directed onto and

behind the wall. The wall should be designed with weep holes to allow runoff

to escape. Figure 2.23 tllustrates the design of a retaining wall complete with a

weep hole.

F.IGIJRE 2.23. DRAINAGE FOR RETAINING IYALLS

Overland florv

Gravel or crushed
stone bacldïll

Concrete retaining
wall

Weep hole

Gravel splash area

STURCE: Tourbier and Westmacott, 1981 (figure not ro scale)

2.5.11 Dry Wells

Dry wells, which are dug approximately 3 metres (10 ft.) deep and usually filled

with porous gravel or rock material, are desþed to receive runoff after the

preliminary downpour. They should be located on sites that are not too steep,

on well-drained soils, and where bedrock is not too shallow.
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The advantages of dry wells include reducing flood peaks by providing storage

and maintaining groundwater yields. Their placement may be accomplished

without higtly skilled labor. Dry wells are easily executed by excavating and

bacldlling with gravel or stone. Disadvantages include possible rehabilitation

measures if the dry well become heavily silted. As well, implementation of this

type of water management method is limited to sites with specific criteri4 as

outlined above (Tourbier and Westmacott, 1981). Figure 2.24 detuls a dry

well.

FIGURE 2.2A . DETAIL OF A DRY WELL

30 cm (12 inches)
pea gravel

Filtcr cloth

Dry well is filled with
cor¡rse sized cobbles

(10') minimum

-l

IIilIII

3m
depth

SOURCE: Adapted from Studio Project, Univcnify of ùIanitoba, 1992 (figure not to scåle)

I
llliliilt

rillililt
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2.6 SffE MAtr\TENANCE

One of the Xeriscape landscaping's truisms is the higher
the water requirement of a landscape, the highen the
maintenance needs will be. 6

Landscape maintenance may be described as a series of interrelated tasks including

weeding, fertilizing, pruning, mowing, and pest control with proper water management

the key to reducing maintenance requirements.

2.6.1 Weeding and Fertilizing

Allowing fallen leaves to remain and decay on the ground provides a natural

fertilizer, a food source for soil organisms, and insulates the soil. Leaves serve

as a mulch to reduce competition from weeds, and reduce site maintenance

requirements in the fall (Thomsen 1993).

Weeding is one chore most people dislike. Planting beds in their disturbed

state and enhanced soil mixture are ideal locations for undesirable plant species.

Over-watering encourages plant growth of not only the desired plants but

undesirable ones as well. Proper amounts of water will reduce the likelihood of

pests and disease, and pruning and weeding requirements. Planting annuals,

perennials and groundcovers close together also reduces weed growth as these

plants compete with and shade out young weed plants.

u 
Ell"fson C. , T Stephens and D. Welsh. 1992. Xeriscape Gardenins - Water Conservation for the

Amcrican Landscape. New York. NY. MacMillan Publishing Cornpany.
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Fertilizers, used in conjunction with the results of a soil test which verifies the

need for specific additions (F{arapialq 1986), is important for site maintenance.

If appþing fertilizers, avoid possible burning and other damage to new plants,

and potential nitrogen deficiency that occurs with fresh organic mulch by using

a slow release granular fertüizer with a relatively high nitrogen content. This

will assist in balancing any potential deficiency (Elleßon, Stephens and Welstq

teez)

2.6.2 Pruning and Mowing

When we hear of Kentucþ bluegrass, which requires
thirty-five to forty inches of water (including natural
precipitation) each year, blanketing our cities that receive
14 inches of rainfall per year, we know there must be a
better way. 7

Mowing is often a required maintenance activity for residential yards and

municipal parks. Mowing, by its very action encourages plant growth and

frequent mowing does not allow enough time for the plant to mature. By not

reaching a state of maturity, the plants are in a stressed condition with less

defenses and more susceptibility to insects and diseases. To alleviate this, turf

grass should be kept at a longer length in order for it to be closer to maturity,

t Ellefson C. , T Stephens and D. Welsh. 1992. Xeriscape Gardenine - Water Conservation for the
American Landscape. New York. NY. MacMillan Publishing Company.
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to shade the roots, and reduce of soil moisture evaporation @lleßon, Stephens

and Wels[ 1992).

The type of mower affects the health of turf gtass as well. Mowing with a

standard lawn mower tends to rip and tear the grass leaves which increases

potential for disease. Mowing with a sharp, reel type or rotary blade lessens or

eliminates damage to the leaves. Low growing groundcovers may be utilized

in the place of turf grass in some areas which will reduce mowing requirements.

In some instances, such as play zurfaces, grass is still the best alternative.

2.6.3 Pest Control

The more diverue the landscape environment, the less

likely is the possibility of a major disaster from an attack of
disease or insects.s

Pest control is an exercise in assessing what conditions may lead to pest

infestations, and correcting the underlying problem (Eileßon, Stephens and

Welsh, 1992). For example, monocultures may provide an environment where

pests live and thrive, due to the abundance offood crop that attracted the pest.

A pest control method known as lntegrated Pest Management (PNf)

recognÞes that control over one species population will have an effect on other

t Ellefson C. , T Stephens and D. Welsh. 1992. Xeriscape Gardening - Water Conservation for the
American Landscape. Nerv York. NY. MacMillan Publishing Company.
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components of the whole system or environment. It is important to ensure a

proper balance results and natural checks are in place in order to have a well

functioning ecosystem. All possible pest control options should be considered

before one is taken (Knowles, 1989).

2.6.4. SoilMaintenance

The key to maintaining soil is first, having an understanding of the existing soil

type on-site. As soil's structure (particle size), pH or salinity are very difficult

to alter, it is best to v¿ork with existing conditions as much as possible. This

may be achieved by not changing soil characteristics and by choosing plant

material that will th¡ive in existing conditions (Elleßon, Stephens and Welslr,

1992). Soil characteristics a¡e discussed below.

i) Particle Size

The term particle size denotes the soil's texhrre or structure and

measures clay, silt and sand amounts. Soil's particle size influences its

structure and water-holding capacity (Harapiak, 1986). For example,

sandy soil drains easily and quickly after a rairL warms up quickly in the

spring, and is easy to work with. However, because of rapid water

movement tlrough these soils, nut¡ients are also leached out. Sandy

soils tend to have low moisture-holding capacity, need to be watered
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and fertilized more ofteq and may be subject to wind and water

erosion when not covered by vegetation.

Conversely, clay soils tend to have poor drainage resulting in a reduced

amount of oxygen for vegetation use. These soils tend to restrict root

growth and thus shallower roots grow as compared with sandy soils.

Plants may heave in a heavy clay soil due to the soil's tendency to

contract and expand with freezelthaw cycles. With little or no

vegetative covering, clay soils tend to crack or crust. However, clay

soils have higher nutrients and water holding capacity than sandy soils

(Elleßon et al. 1992)

ii)

You cannot control the factors that made the soil the way
it is, such as the underlying materialo the amount of
rainfall and the chemical reading of your rainfall or
irrigation water.e

Soil pH is a measure of the relative concentration of hydrogen ions and

hydroxyl ions in the soil solution which indicates the active acidity of the soil.

Measuring pH provides an accurate indication of the availability of essential

nutrients. A pH below 7.0 is considered to be acidic. When the pH level is

n Ellefson C. , T Stephens and D. Welsh. 1992. Xeriscape Gardening - Water Conservation for the
American Landscape. Nerv Yo¡k. NY. MacMillan Publishing Company.

pH
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between 6 and 7.5, phosphorus, calciurn, potassium and magnesium are most

available for plant use. A pH reading above 7.0 is considered to be basic or

alkaline (tlarapial<, 1986). When the pH is over 8.0, phosphorus, iron and

many trace elements are no longer available for plant use. As the quote above

indicates, pH and the factors resulting in soil conditions are beyond a designer's

or gardener's control. It is important then to select plants which grow and

thrive within existing pH levels, and not work at altering them @lleßoq

Stephens and Welslr, 1992).

2.6.5. Use 0f Mulches

Mulching ... is a very good thing. In fact with a few
cautionso there's almost nothing bad to say about
mulching.ro

Organic mulch used in planting beds is an effective way to manage landscape

water. Organic mulches are preferred over inorganic ones as organics add

nutrients to the soil through their disintegratior¡ improving quality and water

holding capacity of the soil. As mulch tends to be dark in color and provides a

fragmented, uneven surface, reflective light is reduced resulting in cooler areas

around plant stems and leaves, and less evaporation rezults. Mulch helps

regulate temperature by sealing moisture around roots which is especially

important for winter protection. Mulch protects seeded area and newly planted

'0 Ellefson C. , T Stephens and D. Welsh. 1992. Xeriscape Gardening - Water Conservation for the
Amcrican Landscape. New York. NY. MacMillan Publishing Company.
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seedlings, and by covering the soil, sunlight is blocked, thus germination of

weed seeds is reduced. This rezults in less competition from weed plants for

moisture, less weeding and less water required. As well, by slowing down

rainfall and absorbing it, mulch helps to control erosion. Mulch also reduces

soil compaction and crusting @lleßorì, Stephens and Welsl¡ 1992).

One disadvantage of adding organic mulch is potential nitrogen deficiency as

mulch material decomposes due to bacterial activity (Tourbier and

Westmacott, 1981; Elleßor¡ Stephens and Welstr, 1992). Some types of

partially composted mulches (mushrooms or manure) may be high in salts.

These mulches may still be used, but should be applied in the fall to allow

winter precipitation to wash away excessive amounts (Elleßon" Stephens and

Wels[ 1992). Mulched beds may be a fire hazard or a favorable habitat for

rodents, snails, slugs, etc. Over-mulching, that is applying too thick a layer, or

under-mulching - too thin alayer, should be avoided. Too thick lessens water

penetration and oxygen exchange, thus both are not available for plant

utilization. Too thin a layer will not inhibit weed growth as effectively, and not

retain enough moisture. Non organic mulches, such as rock, gravel or plastic

keep excessive heat irL and do not allow sufficient moisture to seep into or out

of the soil @lleßoq Stephens and Welstr, 1992). Table2.3 provides a list of

the most cornmon mulch material and information for their successful usage.
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TABLE 2.3. TYPES OF MULCH AND APPLICATION RATE

Note ** Not applicable or i¡formation not available.
SOURCES : Tou¡bier and Westmacot! I 98 I I * @llefson, Stephers and Welsh, 1992).

To summarize, this chapter presents information on a number of key aspe€ts of managing

water in the landscape, as advocated by experts in the fields of horticulture, landscape

architecture, Xeriscape Gardening and inigation systems This information provided the

catalyst for developing the water management guidelines as presented in the next chapter,

Chapter Three - Water Management Guidelines.

MULCH
MATERIAL

QUALITY
STANDARDS

APPLICATION
RAT[/100 sq.fL

REMARKS

Compost or
straw manure

Well shredded, no
course nraterial.

400 to 600lbs Excellent moisture conservation.
Resist¿nt to wind blow.

Peat Moss Drid compressed,
no course material.

200 to 400 cu. ft. Excellent moisture conservation but is
subject to wind blow. Apply 2-4 inches
thick

Pine Straw or
necdles

Air dried and free
from fine material.

50 to 90 Ibs Resistant to wind blow and decomposes
slowly.

Sawdust, Green
or Composted

Free from course
material.

83 to 500 cu. ft. Slowly decomposes. Treat with 3Íllbs/
nitrogen/ ton. Apply l-7 inches thick.

Wood Chips or
shavings

Green or air dried,
free from c.ourse

material.

500 to 900 lbs Resistant to wind blorv. Treat witt 12

lbs /nitrogen/ ton. Apply 2-7 inches
thick.

Leaves/ leaf
mold

Sh¡edded or partially
rotted leaves are
easiest to use.

+* Lets some water in and improves \ryater

holding capacity. Additional nitrogen
may be needed. *

Grass Clippings Partially decomposed,
no weed and feed.

** Lets some water in. Acceptable to
rernain on the grass unless it has

become matted. *

Nervspaper Six to eight sheets,
rveigh down with soil
or sand.

** Keeps somc water in, controls erosion.
Decomposes quickly. *

Snow ** ** Nature's best mulching material.
Excellent insulator against cold and
drying winds. Keeps plants in
dormancy during midwinter warm
spells. *
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3. O T¡/ATER. MAIqAGEMENT GIJTDEI,NNES

3.1 GUTDEI-INEFORMATION

The water management guidelines are derived from and closely related to the precepts

embodied within the seven Xeriscape Gardening principles, as outlined by Elleßon et

al. (1992), Stroud (1987), University of Saskatch ewan (1992), and other authors. The

water management guidelines recognize the validity and soundness of Xeriscape

Gardening, and from these principles recommends four guideline categories as

illustrated in Table 3.1.

TABLE 3.I - WATER, MANAGEMENT GTIIDELINES

Sou¡ccs: * Elleßonetal. (1992)
*x Proposedþ thc author

3,2 GUIÐEI,XNES

The following guidelines are applicable to the design of new sites or renovations

existing sites, and may be applied at most scales of projects - large or small.

WATER MANAGEMENT
GUIDELINES ** XERISCAPE PRINCIPLES *

1. Site Planning and Design Site Planning and Desígn

2. Plant Selection høctìcal Turf Area
Appropriøte Plant S electíon

3. Managing On-Site Watcr Ellicient lrrigúion

4. Site Maintenance Soil AnøIysis
Mulching
A ppr op r íate M sint enøn ce

trtr
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3.2.1, Site Planning and Design

The first water management guideline category, Site Planning and Ðesign,

encompasses the ideas and concepts behind the Xeriscape Gardening principle of the

same name. The objective ofthis category is to carefully plan and design the site for

the best and most appropriate water managemenl This category represents the

first step of designing a project with water management initiatives and includes a

thorough inventory of site conditions, surrounding land uses, and existing and intended

uses. An analysis and synthesis of the inventory information is recommended in order

to provide a surnmary of limitations and opportunities for managing on-site water and

for the final site design. Water management design advocates studying the following

toprcs:

Ð Inventory the surrounding community and site's location within its

open areas with potentialneighborhood including adjacent green spaces

runoffonto the site.

ii) Inventory existing uses and structures. Hard surfaces such as parking lots,

paved areas or buildings may offer water harvesting possibilities which may be

worked into the design to benefit on-site vegetation and groundwater systems.

Existing water sources or features may be enhanced and/or used to educate site

visitors.

lnventory site topography and hydrology. Analyze slope aspect, identifying

east, west, south and north facing slopes which is important for water

management as south and west slopes tend to be drier; north and east are

the

and

iii)
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usually wetter and colder. From the topographic map, unlyze site hydrology

including water flow direction, low spots where water drains to, and potential

locations for natural water collection.

it) Inventory existing site plant material. Ascertain which existing plant material is

drought tolerant or can survive water stress, and which ones will survive given

existing water conditions.

v) Analyze and spthesize the inventory information to determine relevant

information for managing on-site water, opportunities for harvesting,

replenishing of groundwater, or areas where additional inigation may be

required.

Design as the second aspect, takes into account many aspects of creating better places

to live while managing water, and brings water management initiatives securely into the

realm of landscape architecture. The following guidelines give guidance to the

processes of managing on-site water and impress upon the importance of a thorough

understanding of a site and its intended uses.

Guidelines:

3.2.1-A Ensure all pertinent inventory elements cruciol to mnnaging on-site
wafer øre collecfed ønd mnpped These elements include, but are
not limited to, hydrologt, topogrøphy, aristing vegetúion, huilt
structu res, uti litíes, and circulafíon paftems

Analyze the inventory informøion ønd synthesize the ddø to
dAermine areas where wafer mønogement methods møy be most
elþctively øpplied

3.2.1-ts
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3.2.1-C PIun ond desìgn the síte using the theory of zoning whích arrønges
and deJines areas according to the potential for hanesting and
colleAing wøter. This íncludes grouping plønt mnferial wíth símilur
wafer requiremenß together into specified zones.

3.2.2 Flant Selection

Practical Turf Areas and Appropriate Plant Selection are grouped together under the

second guideline category Flant Selection with the intent being to select all plant

material concurrently. This category includes selecting plants that are better able to

survive on natural precipitation, and choosing plant species that have some degree of

water stress tolerance.

The objective of this guideline category is to select the site vegetation most

appropriate to the site level design, to decnease the amount of additional water

added to the site, and work towards creating a more ecologically balanced

environment.

Plant material choices will influence the amount of additional water needed on site and

includes selecting trees, shrubs, perennials, annuals, wildflowers and turF species. The

following guidelines advocate wise selection of trees, shrubs, wildflowers, annuals,

perennials and turf species.

Guidelines:

3.2.2-A Select plant mneriøls to the exísting and or plønned
design intent
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s.2.2-F'

s.2.2-C

3.2.}ts

3.2.3-C

3.2.3 Managing On-site Water

Managing On-Site Water, as the third guideline category encompasses the Xeriscape

Gardening category of "Efficient lrrigation" and advocates the potential incorporation

of harvesting and utilizing on-site water. Recommendations include replenishing

groundwater systems, holding water on-site, directing water for its best use, and using

irrigation systems, where appropriate. Managing on-site water includes ways to collect

or harvest on-site water, and advocates using irrigation systems, whether automated or

manual.

The objective of these guidelines is to manage and conserve on-site water for the

benefit of the plant material, groundwater system, and the environment.

Guidelines:

3.2.3-A Utilizp waÍer følling on-site for the hest possihle ath,antage by
incorporørtng hønesting nnd collectíng techniques to the site
design

Selea turf species thaf wíll thrive and suruive on the naturøl
amnunts of water falling on-site, as utell as meet the design intent
andweat requírements of síte users.

Choose plants appropriøtefor the soíl type

Recharge grounrhuater systems hy planningfor woter to remnín on-
síte and percolate into the ground

Incorporøte irrigation systems into the site, where appropriate
Ensure inígation systems are used to ougment nøurul precþítaÍion
and are turned offin tímes of røin.
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3.2.4 SITE MAINTENANCE

The fourth and final water management category, Site Maintenânce, is similar to the

intent of the Xeriscape Gardening principle Appropriate Maintenance in that it

advocates continued general site maintenance. The water management guidelines,

however, incorporate two other Xeriscape Gardening principles - Mulching and Soll

Arnlysis under Site Maintenance with the intent being to incorporate all maintenance

activities under one category. Maintenance activities include but not limited to mowing

grass, maintaining ìnigation systems, pruning and fertilizing if necessary, the addition of

mulches, and periodic soil analysis and augmentation, when required. The objective of

this category is to recommend mânagement practices that may be applied to the

landscape to aid in managing water and resulting in a healthier landscape.

Guidelines:

3.2.+^ Test the soíl to determine: l) Elearícal Conduaivity @Q of the soí|.

If EC is high, incorporøte subsurfuce drøinøge to sid ín the leøching
down and out of the root zpne of excessive salt; 2) partícle size and
teñure (ie, sand" silt, or clay): ønd 3) pH.

Apply malches to decrease evaporation, minimirc ertxíon, ímprove
aeratíon, regulate soíl temperature, protect new seedlíngs, add
nutríents to the soÍ|, and increase the soíl's water holding copacíty.

Avoid soíl compac:tíon to the soíl whìch ínhíbíts wafer mtnement
Soil compør'tion msy lre avoided by using mulches, lìmìtíng the
mtn¡ement of mnchinery on síte, Iímiting pedestriøn mrement to
designated circulølion pøtterns, etc

Møintain site in ø healthy conditíon to minimizB stress on plønt
møferíal which ølfects health snù results ìn less drought tolersnce

3.2.+B

3.2.+C

3.2.+D
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3.2.+n

3.2.+F

s.2.+G

3.2.4-EI

Maìntain irrígøion systems ønd manøgement methods to ensure
properfunclíoningwhích result ín best usøge ofwøter.

Wen mowíng tudgrass, adjust the mowerfor longer grass length
to encourage deeper root growth ønd íncreases the ability of the
plønts to survive ín d"y or droughty condìtions

If øpplying fenilizer, use the minimam requíred uç over ferTiliang
,nøy encourage weedx

Plant ønnuals, perenníals and ground coveß close together in order

for them to compete wíth and sharle out weeds

To summarize, the guidelines cover aspects of site planning and desigrl plant selection,

managing on-site water, and site maintenance. These guidelines, in conjunction with the

management methods are used to demonstrate potential application of managing on-site water

through the use of a demonstration site, as described in Chapters 4 and 5. The site inventory to

follow will assist in demonstrating the application of this information to site specific design.
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4.0 SNT'E IIV\rEI{TORV AND AT{ALVSN

In the preceding chapters, water management methods and guidelines for managing landscape

water have been discussed and provided as information. In order to demonstrate the potential

usefulness of the information, a site was chosen named Riverdale Park in the heart of

Edmonton, Albert4 Canada. This demonstration site, with its diverse attributes, offers

opportunities to demonstrate many of the management methods discussed in the previous

chapters.

4.t DESIGN METIIODOLOGY

The Riverdale Park site was chosen as the demonstration site as it offered

opporlunities for creative and interesting water management design. If the project

was built, the location of the site would offer the opportunity to educate a wide

spectrum of city residents.

Background information was obtained from the City of Edmonton Parks and

Recreation, and Planning a¡rd Development Departments. Base mapping included

locations of exiting buildings, utilities, parking lot, play structures, topography,

vegetation, and surrounding land uses. The Parks and Recreation Department also

provided site specific information regarding the Parks Maintenance Management

System (PMM System) which details current maintenance carried out on the site.

ø The information was inventoried and analyzed. Soil samples were taken and

analyzed.

Analysis results are presented on the Synthesis drawing, which provides

information on the opportunities for managing water and suggests site limitations.

The Concept Plan * summarizes the conceptual site design. It shows the design

* NOTE: This concephral dcsign project is theoretical in natu¡e. The project is intended to
demonstrate the application of water management methods and guidelines. At this time, no
plans exist in the Parks and Recreation Department to incorporate the ideas presented here to
the existing park facilities.
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4.2

4.3

intent such as the shale walkway and boardwalk bridges, dry streanrbed, tees and

shrubs.

The site was divided or "de-construsted" into nine zones according to existing use,

opportunities for water management, and design potential. Each zone is detailed

on a separate drawing, and demonstrates appropriate water management

methods(s) for the zone.

The final drawing, Flanting Plan, summarizes the planting scheme for the park

site.

SITE I-OCATION

The 1.5 ha Riverdale Park site is situated in the centrally located river valley

community of Riverdale, in Edmonton, Alberta. It is bound on two sides by roadways

- to the west is 94 Street and to the north is 100 Avenue. Marking the eastern

boundary is an existing outdoor skating rinh and to the south is the North

Saskatchewan river valley and park system.

SURROUNDING LAND USES

The site is surrounded to the north and west by single family residential development,

which has existed since the turn of the century. East of the site is an undeveloped site

known as the J. B. Little Lands, which is a former soft-mud brick production site

(Godfrey, 1993). Proposals have been submitted to the City of Edmonton for

residential housing development on the Little lands. At the time of printing of this

project, no plans have been finalized for development.
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Immediately south of Riverdale Park, separated by a chain link fence and the alleyway

is the North Saskatchewan River and bank, comprising part of Edmonton's famous

river and valley park system. Riverdale Elementary School is located in close

proximity and provides additional playground and open space opportr¡nities. Figure

4.1 shows the existing land uses for the community of Riverdale and shows the open

space/recreational areas, the main roads, and the location of the park within the city.

The site is situated in the western part of the community with the general lay of the land

rising from the east to the west part of the community. Although the site lies adjacent

the North Saskatchewan River, the site is not within the 1.100 year flood line *, thus

flooding is not considered a serious problem.

x The delineation ofthe 1:100 year floodplain provides a boundary that indicaæs a¡eas that have a I in
100 chance of flooding in any one year. (City of Edmonton land Use Bylaw, No. 5996, 1980)
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4.4 SITE INVE¡ITORY

The demonstration site's physical locatiorl surrounding land uses, as well as general

and specific inventory information were collected and analyzed. The inventory and

analysis stage documents the existing resources and features of the project area to

allow for identification of limitations and opportunities as shown on the Synthesis

drawing. The following information outlines general inventory information for the

Riverdale Park site and the Edmonton area.

4.4.1 AREA INVENTORY INT'ORMATION

General inventory information for the Edmonton area and Riverdale Park site

are detailed in this section and summarized in Table 4.1.

TABLE 4.1 . TIIVENTORY INFORMATION,A.ND MS RELEVANCY
TO \ryATER MANAGEMENT

INVENTORY
CATEGORY

INFORMATION REGARDI NG THE
DEMONSTRATION SITE

RELEVANCY TO TYATER
MANAGEMENT

Geology demonstration site is a tlpical
terrace. r+'hich rnar erperience

The
river
seasonal fluctuations in groundwater
table. There may' be weak and
compressed silt and clay lenses. which
may affect pcrcolation rates (Godfrey,
1993). Some materials may lack
cohesion or cementation and thus
would be susceptible to water and
wind erosion (Alberta Agriculture, no
date).

Types of geology nuy affect
percolation rates and may be

susceptible to wind and water erosion.
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(Table 4.1 Continued)

INVENTORY
CATEGORY

INFORMATION REGARDING THE
DEMONSTRATION SITE

RELEVANCY TO WATER
MANAGEMENT

Region The City of Edrnonton and the
demonstration site is within the Boreal
Forest region (per. comm. H. Knowles,
1994) and borders on the Parkland
region (Alberta Agriculture, no date).
The Parkland/boreal forest regions
have greater amounts of precipitation
but cooler surnmers and colder winters
than the more southerly grassland area

of the Province (Alberta Agriculture,
no date).

The location of the site dictates plant
survival, amou¡t of available water,
hours of sunshine, and length of days.

These variables affect plant hardiness

and limit plant selection for rvater
management designs.

Temperaturc The mean January temperature is -8 to
-12 degrees Celsius. Winter
temperatures are severe and
prolonged The mean JuIy
temperatures aÍe 16-20 degrees

Celsius (Alberta Agriculture, no date).

The range in temperatures restricts the
diversity of woody plants that may be

grown due to the harsh year round
expostue to extremes, thus the species

that may b€ selected for water
managelnent are limited.

Precipitation In Alb€rta, precipitation is not
uniformly distributed. Generally, 50-
600/o of annual precipitation occurs
during the growing season, mostly as

rain. Average of 40-50 cm (16-20

inches) (Alberta Agnculture, no date).

The amount of precipitation occurring
may not provide adequate supply of
moisture for grovth of some plants,
resulting in limited plant choice or
supplemental irrigation requirements.
A layer of snow covering the soil
reduces rvind and rvater erosional
effects. Catclúng snolv on site
increases potential soil moisture. The
disadvantage of trapping snorv is that
soil ternperaturc will be slightly lower
in the spring (Alberta Agriculture. no
date).

Wind Winds in the area are referred to as

Westerlies. u,ith the rnajority
originating out of the north/northrvest
(Alberta Agriculture. no date).

The strong summer winds and warm
temperatures may create excessive loss

of moisture that can lead to drought
stress .

Microclimate Warmer da1'time temperatures tend to
be found in river valleys. although
these sites tend to be more prone to
night time frosts and fog conditions.
South and rvest facing slopes receive

more direct radiation and tend to be

rvanner than east and north facing
slopes. thus water tends to evaporate
more quickly on these slopes.

This is important for plant selection
and for overall site design.
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4.4.2 STTE SPECTFIC IN\TENTORY

The specific inventory information that follows includes key inventory elements the

existing built structures, topography, hydrology, site's soils, and vegetation.

i) tsuilt Structures

The existing built structures on site, as shown on the tsuilt Structures drawing

include the Riverdale community league building and its adjacent fenced-in

courfyard. An extensive play area occupies the middle of the site complete

with a wading pool, tire swing junior and senior swings, a multi-deck for

climbing, horizontal ladder, and tetherball. A drinking fountain is located

centrally in the park near the wading pool. Next to it is a temporary sumlner

shed which provides storage for the games and activities offered in the park

through the Edmonton Parks and Recreation Department. A large parking lot

accommodates approximately 30 cars and two basketball hoops. A small scale

softball field lies in the southeast corner of the site and delineates the eastern

boundary of the study site. To the east of the softball field is an outdoor

skating rinlq which delineates the east boundary of the project site. Drawing

4 1 - Built Structures also shows the location of the new meter chamber, water

line, manholes, catch basins, benches and picnic tables.
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ii) Topography

Site topography, as shown on Drawing 4.2 illustrates the 1 foot contours x and

numerous spot elevations, ranging from 112 feet on the west side at 94 Street

to 87 feet on the east side of the site. This represents the steepest slopes on the

site. By knowing site topography and identifying high and low spots, natural

drainage may be assessed. Small berms were added near the parking lot and

community league building in the past.

Slope Analysis

Analyzing the slope provides a detailed account of slope steepness, which is

important for site design. Drawing 4.3 - Slope Analysis illustrates the slope

analysis ofthe site showing four slope categories.

Ilydrologr

Elevation changes provide opportunities for catching and re-directing the

naturally falling precipitation. Drawing 4.4 - Hydrolory illustrates general

water flow direction, and low spots where water tends to accumulate Parking

lot draining is accommodated by a centrally located catch basin.

* The base drawings supplied by Parks and Recreation provided the contours in imperial measurement.
This standard is used in this project.
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iv) Soils

Soil physically supports plant rnaterial and acts as a reservoir for water and

nutrient requirements. In assessing a site, knowledge of the physical aspects of

soil such as particle size, pH, and electrical conductivity (EC) is irnportant. In

the early fall of 1993, the Riverdale Park site was divided into four quadrants,

as shown on Figure 4.2,from which a soil sample was taken using a eight inch

soil auger.

FIGTIR-E 4.2.L-OCATION OF SOII, SAMPLES

\
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Three soil tests were performed on each sample: 1) electrical conductivity (EC)

which measures the amounts of salts in dsm -1 (Sf units); 2) soil pH; and 3)

particle size to determine the ratio of sand to silt to clay. Test results are

shown below inTable 4.2.
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TEST
PERF'ORMEI)

QUADRANT
#1

QUAI}RANT
#2

QUADRANT
#3

QUADRANT
#4

EC (dsm-l) 0.02 0.43 0.r6 0.15

pH 6.81 6.89 7.72 6.92

% SAND 41.00 3 3.50 78. l0 76.70

% SILT 36.50 44 50 14.40 13.60

"/" CL^V 22.50 22.0 7.50 9.70

TAtsLE 4.2 .RESULTS OF SOIL TES'TS

Sourcc: Testing Courtesy of the Soil Science Deparünent, University of Albert4 1994.

The University of Alberta Soils Science Department uses an internal working

standard derived from a site near Ellerslie, Alberta. When comparing the

findings from the tests performed on the demonstration site's soils to the

Ellerslie internal working standard, it was found that the soils on site have very

low salts and will not pose a threat to plant growth (personal communicatioq

Konwicki, 1994).

The University of Alberta uses a bench mark standa¡d of 6.0 for comparing soil

pH, which is also derived lrom the Ellerslie test site. The pH of the site is

slightly higher than the Ellerslie standard, but represent very neutral readings

and will not pose a problem for growing most vegetation on site (personal

communicatior¡ Konwicki, I 994).
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Sample testing determined the ratio of sand, silt and clay. By taking the

average of four test sites, the soils at the Riverdale Park site would be roughly

classified as sandy loam (Harapiak 1986). Thus, the soil has a coarse texture

rating, with potentially 8 cm of available water within I metre of moist soil.

This type of soil is conducive to plant growth

v) Existing Vegetation

Existing trees and shrubs at the Riverdate Park site were identified (assisted by

H. Knowles) with five species each of deciduous and coniferous trees, and

three species of shrubs found. The park's plant material was compared to the

lists of plants believed to tolerate a greater degree of water stress (see

Appendix l) to ascertain which of the existing site vegetation would be

considered to have a greater degree of water stress tolerance. The information

gathered for the plant material at the Riverdale Park site is summarized in

Tables 4.3,4.4 and 4.5.

TABLE 4.3 - CONIFEROUS I4/ITH WATER STRESS TOLERANCE

BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAIVIE

CONSIDERED TO BE
WATER STRESS

TOLERANT

Picea pungens Colorado Spruce Yes

Pinus sylvestris Scots Pinc Yes

Pinus contorta Lodgepolc Pinc No

Pícea gløuca White Spruce No

Pinus banksiana Jack Pine Yes

16



Table 4.4 shows that two of the five deciduous tree species in the park are

considered to have a greater degree ofwater stress tolerance.

TAEI,E 4.4 DECIDUOUS TREES WITTT WATERSTRESS TOI,ERANCE

Table 4.5 lists the existing shrubs found at the Riverdale Park site. As

indicated, all shrubs identified are considered to have a greater degree of

water stress tolerance.

TABLE 4.5 . SHRUBS WITH I4/ATERSTRES"S' TOLERANCE

BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME

CONSII}ERED TO BE
WATER STRESS

TOLERANT

Fraxin u s pennsy lv anica Green Ash Yes

Populus x jackü
*northwesttt

Northwest Poplar No

Populus spp. Poplar No

Prunus maackü Amur Cherry No

Acer negundo Manitoba Maple Yes

BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAÌT{E

CONSIDER.ED TO BE
WATER STRESS

TOLERÄNT

Syringa vulgaris Common Lilac Yes

Prunus spp. Cherry/Plum Yes

Pinus mugo Mugo Pine Yes
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4.5 SYNTHESIS OF OPPORTUNTTIES Á.NÐ CONSTRAI¡{TS .

Generally, with respect to water management, the temperature range in the Edmonton area will

limit plant selectiorq hardiness and growth. As the wind is primarily from the nortl/northwest

moisture loss may result, but not in any amounts that would be above normal or be of concern.

As the site is in the river valley, microclimate conditions may result in wanner daytime

temperatures and more frequent night time frost, especiatly in early fall and late spring. The

valley location is also more prone to fog, which has a cooling effect on plant material. Due to

the site's location on a river terrace, there may be seasonal fluctuations in the water table,

which may afect the amount of water in the soil available for plant uptake. As well, this river

terrace soil may have silt and clay lenses that may affect percolation rates, and may lack

cohesion resulting in potential erosion.

Drawing 4.6 Synthesis graphically summarizes the inventory information and identifies

areas of potential problems and opportunities for managing on-site water. The drawing

shows the direction of water movement over the site and low areas where water naturally

drains, elements and structures such as the play structure, cofirmunity league building,

water line, parking lot, softball field, and the chain link fence which defïnes the site's south

boundary. Existing vegetation considered to be able to withstand drought stress is also

shown on Drawing 4 6 and includes Pinus banksiana, Acer negundo, Pinus sylveslris,

Picea pungens, Fraxinus pennsylvanica, Syringa spp. and Pinus mugo.
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5.1

5.0 APPLTCATION OF'PR.ThICIPLES TO SXTE DES[Grd

DESIGN CONCEPT

From the children who come to play in the playground or softball field, to the

people who attend functions at the community league building, or enjoy the river

valley with its trails, opportunities exist to educate and demonstrate ways to

manage water at the Riverdale Park site. The concept for the park, as detailed in

Drawing 5.1 Concept Flan (p 84) hinges on three initiatives - managing rilater,

utilizing water, and educating park visitors. To manage water on site, slope

terracing is recommended, a downspout collection system is designed for the

Community league building, and water is collected from the parking lot and

directed to a dry well. Managing water also includes allowing water to percolate

to groundwater, which is accomplished through the choice of materials including

shale paving and boardwalk bridges.

To utilìze the water falling on site and that which is collected, additional plant

material is recommended. Plant material choices, including trees, shrubs and

perennials, should include those which are more tolerant of water stress. (See

Appendix 1 for lists of plants considered to withstand water stress). To educate

visitors and provide reminders of water movement, a dry streambed meanders

through the site with its main function being educational. A pergola is added as a

focal point at the wading pool's east side in order to draw people into the park

where they can learn about water management.
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2Yo Slope

Figures 5.1,5.2,5.3 and 5.4 illustrate the design ideas for the park. These ideas

are common in most parts of the site and are not specific to one area.

FIGURE 5.1 - SECTIONAL DETAIL OF WALKWAY ( not to scale)

50 mm
Compacted Shale

100 mm Granular
Base

50x150 mm
Pressure Treated
Wood Edging

F'TGURE 5.2. PI.AN DETATL OF I|/ALKWAY/BOARDWALK BRIDGE
(not to scale)

Walkway
elevation flush
with boardwalk
bridge height

2%o Slope
2m Shale
Walkway
Boardwalk Bridge
50mm Preserved
\.¡/ood Edging
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FIGI-IR.E 5.3 - SEC'I'TON SHOI4/ING WAI-KWAY/ßOARDI,VALK BRIDGE
(not to scale)

Walkway
Elevation flush
with Boardwalk
bridge height
50 mm
Compacted Shale
Walkway
100 mm Granular
Base

Undisturbed Soil

FIGUR.E 5.4 - DRY STREAMBED DETAIL
(not to scale)

Vegetation
Large Stones
(assorted sized)
Filter Cloth
Gravel Base

Undisturbed Soil

Drawing 5.1 Concept Plan illustrates the main design initiatives for managing water at the

Riverdale Park site.
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5.2 SITE ZONING

The inventory, analysis and synthesis are used in conjunction with the methods and

guidelines to demonstrate ways to achieve water management at site design. To

demonstrate this, the site is divided or "de-constructed" into nine zones. Drawing

5.2 illustrates the division of the site into the nine zones.

ø Zone I - The West Slope: The west slope is covered with existing vegetation

including grass, shrubs and trees, and represents the westerly site boundary. Zone I

offers management opportunities by terracing the slope and keeping water from

uroving dowrr slt-rpe. Plant nrateri¿l adcled to the slope will utilize the water.

Zone 2 - The Low Area: The low a¡ea is located at base of the west slope and is an

area where water naturally drains. This area will naturally manage water as it drains to

the low area and seeps into the ground, thus replenishing the ground water system.

This area remains in turf grass.

Zone 3 - The Park Entrance: The park entrance spans most of 100 Avenue and

welcomes visitors to the site, whether they arrive in cars, on foot or bike. This zone

offers opportunities to educate the visitor by use of the dry streambed, the addition of

plant material, and by enticing visitors into the site.

Zone 4 - The Parking l-,ot: The existing asphalt parking lot accommodates about 30

cars and has two basketball baskets incorporated along the south edge. The proposed

design plans to contain the water from the parking lot which currently drains to the

municipal storm water system. The collected water is managed by directing it from the

parking lot to an underground pipe system which is further directed to an on-site dry

well.

Zone 5 - The Playground: The playground area has a number of swings, a wading

pool, and climbing apparatus set in a sand base. A pergola is added as a focal point,

making this zone a key educational tool on the site. As welt water is managed by
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allowing it to percolate into the ground by the continued use of the sand base under the

play structures.

Zone 6 - The Middle Ground: The middle ground represents the central part of the

site. The dry streambed meanders it way through the zone, acting as a reminder and

educator of the potential movement of water. Vegetation is added to utilize water

falling on the site.

ø T.one 7 - The Community League Building Area: The existing Riverdale

community league building with its lean-to type sloped roof incorporates offices and a

gym. Water is managed in this zone by incorporating a downspout collection system

which directs water from the roof to a piped irrigation system. The water can then be

utilized by the additional plant material added to this zone.

l,one 8 - The Softball Field: The softball field is a relatively flat, grassy area in the

southeast corner of the site. Zone I assists in managing site water by including a ciry

well which accepts water from the parking lot. The dry well allows water to seep into

the ground water and aiso accepts overground runoffduring major storm events.

7nne9 - The East Siope: The east slope represents the most eastem site boundary,

sloping towa¡ds the adjacent skating rink. Water is utilized and kept on site by the

addition of plant material and mulch.

Following Drawing 5.2 Siie Zoning, each zone is cÍiscussed in more cietail, starting with the

design intent, followed by the management methods for that zone where applicable, and a list

of existing plant material and a proposed pianting list.
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5"2.f : ZONE t - THE WEST S{,0F8

Ðesign {nte¡rÉ

The most westerly slope of the site was chosen as Zone 1, and represents a change in elevation

of approximately 8 metres at its greatest point. Fedestrian circulation begins from the two

entrance points and as it works its way down the slope becomes a series of wooden steps and

landings*. Wooden steps allow water to run offand seep into the ground. The west slope

offers management opportunities by terracing the slope in order to catch the natural

ä It is recomrnended that handicapped visitors use the parking lot as their entrance.
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precipitation falling on site, and assist in replenishing the groundwater system. Additional plant

material will utilize and benefit from the water detained on the slope. This additional plant

material will require watering for the first two years or until adequately established.

Water Management Methods

The water management methods proposed for this zone is terracing as detailed below. Figure

5.5 shows how the original slope would be schematically cut to incorporate a terrace.

F'IGUR,E 5.5 - SECTION SHOWING ORIGINAL SLOPE
(not to scale)

Original Slope

Typical Terraced
Slope

=ilil
illl

Figure 5.6 shows the incorporation ofl plants, mulch and top soil into the altered slope.

This is the recommendation for the west slope in Riverdale Park.
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FIGURE 5.6 - SECTION SHOIYING SLOPE TERRACE
(not to scale)

New Terraced
Slope

10 cm Mulch
Filter Cloth
Plants

Compacted
Topsoil
Disturbed Soil

Existing And Froposed Vegetation

The following two tables, Table 5.1 and Table 5 2 list the vegetation existing in the zone,

and the proposed vegetation. The proposed vegetation table provides the number and size

of each plant recommended.

TAELE 5.I . EXI^çTTNG VEGETATION

SYII{BOL BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NANIE NUMBER,
AN ;lcer ncpundt¡ Manitoba Maple I
PB Pinus honk:;iana Jack Pine +

Ps Populus.tpn. Poolar 9
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SYMBOL BOTANICAL NAIVIE COMMON NAME NUMBER SIZE
AG Acer sinnala Amur Maole 10 2.5"cali
FP Fraxi nus penn sy lvan i ca Green Ash 7 2.5"cali
JS Juniperus sabina Savin Juniner 6 I
RT Rhus trilobata Lemonade Sumac 6 2

EA Euonvmus alatus Burnins Bush 8 5

CS Cornus sericea Red Osier Doswood 4 2
VS Veronica spp. Speedwell "Sunny Border

Blue"
7 I gal. pot

GA Gaillardia aristata WildBlanket Flower l6
AL Artemesia ludoviciana Silver Kins Saee 4
TC Thvmus cilrodorus Thyme 7
TP Thymus praecox Mother-of-thvrne ll
CC Campanu la coch le ari fo I i a Creeping Bellflower 7
RC Ratibida columnifera Prairie Coneflorver 6 I
CM Centaurea montana Cornflower l0 t

TABLE 5.2. PROPOSED PI-ANT MATERAL

The following drawing Drawing 5.3 shows the zone and it associated planting. See Drawing

5.12 for complete site planting plan and schedule.
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5.2.22 ZONE 2 - TE{E f-OW AREA

Ðesign Intent

The area at the base of the west slope, adjacent to the parking lot and playground represents

Zone 2. The key design intent of this zone plays on the natural inclination of the adjacent west

slope which will supply this low area with naturally moving overflow water. The opporlunity

exists for catching this overflow \ /ater and replenishing the groundwater. It is recommended

that the turf grass remain in this area.
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Existing,A.nd Froposed Vegetation

The following two tables, Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 list the vegetation existing in the zone

and the proposed vegetation. The proposed vegetation table provides the number and size

of each plant recommended.

T,dtsLE 5.3 - IgXISTING WGETATTON

SYMBOL BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NA}ÍE NUMBER

TABLE 5.4 - PROPOSED PI.ANT MATERUL

The following drawing, Drawing 5.4 shows the zone and it associated planting. See Drawing

5.12for complete site planting plan and schedule.

PM

SYMBOL BOTANICAL NA]VIE COMMON NAME NUMBER SIZE

FP Fraxi nu s oe n n sv lv ani ca Green Ash 2 2.5"cal

EA Euonymus alatus Burning Bush 2 5
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5"2.3: UCINE 3 - TI{E PARK ENT'RANCE

Ðesigm Imtent

Zone3 represents the front door of the park - people's first introduction to the site and its

water management messages. This zone spans the majority of 100 Avenue fronting the

park, and welcomes everyone to the site including those in cars, on foot or bike. This zone

oflers opportunities to educate visitors by use of the dry strearnbed and addition of plant

material able to withstand drought stress. The driveway into the parking lot, which

dissects this zone in two, is enhanced with flowering trees creating a dynamic effect as one
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enters the site. A stone path joins the shale walkway on either side of the driveway,

denoting pedestrian domain.

Existing And Proposed Vegetation

The following two tables, Table 5.5 and Table 5.6 list the vegetation existing in the zone

and the proposed vegetation. The proposed vegetation table provides the number and size

of each plant recommended.

TABLE 5.5. EXISTING WGETATION

SYMBOL BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME NUMBER

TABLE 5.6. PROPOSED PI-/INT MATERIAL

The following drawing, Drawing 5.5, shows the zone and its associated planting. See Drawing

5.I2 for complete site planting plan and schedule.

SYMBOL BOTANICAL NAIT{E COMMON NAME NUMBER SIZE
M Ouercus ,nacrocarqa Bu¡ Oak 7 2.5"cali

FP Fr axi nu s p e nn sv lv ani c a Green Ash 7 2.5"cali
MA Malus x adstringens

"Almev"
Rosybloom Crabapple 5-6'height

MB Malu.g haccata Siberian Crabannle 2 5-6'heisht
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5.2"4.. UOT{E 4 - T'HE PARKM{G L@T'

Design {nÉent

The parking lot zone offers interesting and unique opportunities for managing water. As it

is the largest paved surface on sitc, thc potential for water harvesting and redirection may

be taken advantage of. T'he desþ recommends containing the water fa[ing within the

parking lot. This water currently drains to the municipal storm water system. As the parking

lot is used by vehicles, potential contamination by oil ancl gas by-prochlcts in runoff water

needs to be dealt with. The inclusion of a filtering system is recommended to deal with

this potential. As the parking lot is in fairly adequate condition, repairs or overall changes
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are not required at this time. When resurfacing is required, it is recommended that the

parking lot continue to have a curb system to detain water and control potential water

contamination. The continued use of the parking lot as a basketball court is also

recommended and encouraged. Although this does not directly manage on-site water, the

potential for enticing visitors to the site, and thus the opportunity for introducing and

educating court users to the many water management lessons validates the basketball

court as an important auxiliary use.

Water Management Method

As Figure 5.7 illustrates, water is to be contained in the parking lot and drained through a

filtering system to the pipe system which leads to the dry well (as detailed in Zone 8).

F'IGIIRE 5.7 - PI,AN SHOIYING PIPE SYSTEM FROM PARKING LOT
(not to scale)

Curb remains to contain water

Centre drain disconnected from municipal stormwater system

and hooked to a filtering system

Underground pipe set
well in the south east

on a granular base with a 2o/o slope
corner of the bþftball field (zone 8)

rl

il

draining towards the dry

\.
\

\ a\

\
\
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Bxisting And Fnoposed Vegetation

The following two tables, Table 5.7 and Table 5.8 list the vegetation existing in the zone

and the proposed vegetation. The proposed vegetation table provides the number and size

of each plant recommended.

TABLE 5.7 . EXISTTNG WGETATION

SYMBOL BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME NUMBER
Ps Poplus son. Poplar 7
FP Fraxi nus pennsylv ani ca Green Ash 5

PG Picea plauca White Snruce 3

TABLE 5.8 - PROPOSED PI.ANT MATERIAL

The following drawing, Drawing 5.6, shows the zone and its associated planting. See Drawing

5.12 for complete site planting plan and schedule.

SYMBOL BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAAIE NUMBER STZE
MA Malus x adstringens

"Almev"
Rosybloom Crabapple 11 5-6'height

MB iuÍalus baccata Siberian Crabannle l3 5-6'heieht
CC Camoanu la coch leari foli a Creeoine Bellflower 2 4"
VS Veronica spp. Speedwell "Sunny Border

Blue"
2 I gal. pot
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5.2.5: ZOFIE 5 - T'HE Pn AYGROUFID

Ðesign {ntent

Zone 5, encompassing the existing playground, offers many opportunities to have fun with

water and educate visitors to the importance of managing water. One of the most exciting

additions ta Zone 5 is the dry streambed which borders both the north and south ends of

the zone. A pergola is added at the east end of the wading pool. Water is pumped up the

structure and trickles down like a soft rainfall into the wading pool. The design intent is to

play in the water and watch it move, with water becoming an integral part of the

playground experience.
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The sand base of the playground is recommended to remain and augmented with drains to

ensure sufücient drainage, thus keeping the sand base relatively dry and more useable as a

play surface.

Seating areas are provided near the wading pool. The drinking fountain is relocated closer

to the pool. The existing central patch of grass is replanted with drought tolerant

vegetation to add shady places for informal sitting opportunities.

Existing And Froposed Vegetation

The following two tables, Table 5.9 and Table 5.10 list the vegetation existing in the zone

and the proposed vegetation. The proposed vegetation table provides the number and size

of each plant recommended.

TABLE 5.9 - PROPOSED PLANT MATERAL

SYMBOL BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAIVIE NUMBER
PrM Prunus maackii Amur Cherw 3

PG Picea plauca White Spruce 2

Ps Ponulu.s soo. Poplar 4

TABLE 5.10 - PROPOSEÐ PIANT MATERIAL

The following drawing, Drawing 5.7, shows the zone and its associated planting. See Drawing

5.T2 for complete site planting plan and schedule.

SYMBOL BOTANICAL NAME COMIVION NAME NUMBER SIZE
F'P þ-raxi nu s De n n w lv an i c a Green Ash 2 2.5"

AT Achillea lomentosum Yarrow .,

MA Malu,s x ad.strìngens
"Almev"

Rosybloom Crabapple 3 56'height

MB Malus haccala Siberian Crabapple 6 54',
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5.2.62 ZOFIE 6 - TI{E MIDnÞf,E GR.OUNÞ

Desigrn trntent

The middle ground zone? lying between the playground (Zone 5) and the softball field

(Zone 7), offers opportunities for replenishing groundwater. The dry strearnbed meanders

its way through the zone, acting as a reminder and educator of the potential movement of

water. Vegetation is added to utilize water falling on the site.
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Existing And Proposed Vegetation

The following two tables, Table 5.1 I and Table 5.12 list the vegetation existing in the

zone and the proposed vegetation. The proposed vegetation table provides the number

and size of each plant recommended.

TABLE 5.11 , EXISTTNG WGET.+TION

SYMBOL BOTAI¡ICAL NÄ,ME COÑIMON NAME NUMBER
PB Pinus banksiana Jack Pine 4

PS Pinus svlvestris Scots Pine 1

PJ Populus xjackii
"Northwest"

Northwestern Poplar 2

Ps Populus sw. Poplar 3

PG Picea ølauca White Snruce I
PC Pinus contorta Lodgepole pine 4

TABLE 5.12 - PROPOSED PILINT MATERUT-

The following drawing Drawing 5.8, shows the zone and its associated planting. See Drawing

5.12 for complete site planting plan and schedule.

SYMBOL BOTANICAL NAIIIE COMMON NAME NUMBER SIZE
AG Acer øinnala Amur Maple 6 2.5"cali

M Quercus macrocqrpa Bur Oak J 2.5"cali

PS Pinus sylvestris Scots Pine 3 8-10'
heish

F'P Fraxi n u,s oe n n sv lv a n i c a Green Ash ) 2.5"cal
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5"2.72 ZCINE 7 - THE COMMUNET'Y {,E,{GUE EUIX,ÐXF{G AR.EA

Ðesigxr Inte¡rt

A great opportunity exists to utilize the Riverdale community league building and the area

immediately surrounding it for water harvesting and managing. And given the building's

use, the potential exists to educate a wide spectrum of visitors. Water is managed in this

zone by the incorporation of a downspout collection system which directs water from the roof

of the building to an inigation system. The water can then be utilized by the additional plant

material which are added in the zone. The area immediately around the building is planned
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to be sLrbdivicled into specific hydrozones, thus taking advantage of available water in

concert with specifìc plant water requirements.

\ilater Management Methods

Zone 7 uses downspout collection of water from the community league building roofl The

water travels down the downspout to an underground storage area of crushed stones, as

detailed in Figure 5.8. The water is then directed through a perforated pipe to the planting

beds planned around the outside of the building, as detailed in Figure 5.9 below.

FIGURE 5.8. SECTION SHOI|/ING DOI,VNSPOUT COLLECTION

Downspout from
roof
Mulch
Ground Pipe at
ZYo slope
Granular Base

FIGURE 5.9 - WATER DIRECTED TO PLANTING BEDS
(not to scale)

ø

@

Proposed

Irrigation
System

Planting

Pipe

Roof Divider and

Eavestrough

(not to scale)
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Existing And Proposed Vegetation

The following two tables, Table 5.13 and Table 5.14list the vegetation existing in the

zone and the proposed vegetation for Zone 7 . The proposed vegetation table provides the

number and size of each plant recommended.

TABLE 5.13 - EXISTING VEGETATION

SYMBOI, BOTANICAL NAII{E COMMON NAME NUMBER
PG Picea slauca White Snruce I
FP Fraxinus oenn svlvani ca Green Ash I
PP Picea ounøens Colorado Spruce 4
PC Pinus contorta Lodeeoole Pire J

PrM Prunus maackii Amur Cherrv I
S Syringa spp. Lilac 1

TABI,E 5.14. PROPOSED PI-ANT MATERAL

The following drawing Drawing 5.9, shows the zone and its associated planting. See Drawing

5.12 for complete site planting plan and schedule.

SYMBOL BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME NUMBER STZE
AG Acer sinnala AmurManle t 2.5"ca
FP F'raxi nu s oe nnsv lv ani ca Green Ash 4 2.5"ca
RC Ratibida columnifera Prairie Coneflower 5 I sal
AT Achillea tomentosum Yarrow 6 4"
VS Veronica spp. Speedwell "Sunny Border

Blue"
8 I ga\. pot

VL Viburnum lantana Wayfaring Tree 5 3

ER Echinons ritro Globe Thistle 5

CS Cornus sericea Red Osier Doslvood 2 2

EA Euonwnus alatus Burnins Bush 5

TC Thymus citrodorus Ihvme 5

CC C a¡np anu I a c o ch I e ari fo I i a Creeoins Bellflower 4 4"
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5.2.8: ZONE E - TËIE SOFTEAï.Ï, F{EF,Ð

Ðesigm lntent

The softball field is a relatively flat, grassy area in the southeast corner of the site. Zone 8

assists in managing site water by including a dry well into the northeast corner of the softball

field which accepts water from the parking lot. It also accepts excessive overground runoffin

times of major storm events, allowing water to seep into the groundwater. The design intent

of Zone 8 also recommends continued use of the softball field. Although not a water

management initiative, the softball field remains in its present location and orientation in
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order to continue to draw visitors to the site, enabling them the opportunity to learn

about water management.

lVater Management Methods

The main water management method proposed for Zone 8 is the use of a dry well in the

north west corner of the zone, as detailed below in Figure 5.10.

FIG'{JRE 5.IO - ÐETAIL OF A ÐRY WELL
(not to scale)

Pipe leading from parking lot

30 cm Pea Gravel

Filter Cloth

Large stones

3 m Minimum ------iDepth 
I

Undisturbed Soil

Existing And Froposed Vegetation

The following two tables, Table 5.15 and 5 l6 list the vegetation existing in the zone and

the proposed vegetation for Zone 8. The proposed vegetation table provides the number

and size of each plant recommended.
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TABLE 5.15 - EXISTING WGETATION

BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME

TÁ.BT,E 5.16 - PROPOSED PIANT M.A,TERAL

The following drawing, Drawing 5.i0, shows the zone and its associated planting. See

Drawing 5.12 for complete site planting plan and schedule.

SYMBOL BOTA¡IICAL NÁME COMMON NAME NUMBER SIZE
AG Acer çinnala Amu¡ Maple J 2.5"cal
F'P Fraxi nu s p e nn sv lv ani ca Green Ash 5 2.5"cal

Ouercus macrocarpa Bur Oak I 2.5"cal
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5"2.92 ZOI{E 9 - THE EAST' Sí-OPE

Xlesígn fntent

The east slope represents the most eastern site boundary and slopes towards an adjacørt

skating rink. The design intent for Zone 9 is to use the water falling on-site as efficiently as

possible within the zone and not allow potential runoff onto adjacent properties where it

may cause flooding or erosion problems. Further, the intent of this zone is to provide an

adequate water supply to the added plants on the slope, and potentially recharge

groundwater. The planting beds are to be covered with a 10 cm (a inch) layer of organic

mulch to help retain moisture.
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Existing And Froposed Vegetation

The following two tables, Tables 5 . I 7 and Table 5. 1 8 list the vegetation existing in the

zone and the proposed vegetation. The proposed vegetation table provides the number

and size of each plant recommended.

TABLE S.I7 - EXISTTNG VEGETATION

SYMBOL BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME NUMBER
F'P Fraxi nu s Dennsvlvani ca Green Ash 2

Ps Populus sÞÞ. Poplar 6

PP Picea ounsens Colorado Spruce 2

TABLE 5.18 - PROPOSED PILINT MATERIAL

The following drawing Drawing 5.9, shows the zone and its associated planting See Drawing

5.12 for complete site planting plan and schedule.

SYMBOL BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAIVIE NUMBER STZE

AG Acer sinnala ¡nu¡ lvf¿ple l3 2.5"

FP I.-raxi nu s p e nnsv lv an i ca Green Ash 9 2.5"

Ouercus macrocarDa Bur Oak 8 2.5"cal
RT Rhus trilobata Lemonade Sumac 2 2 eal.

EA Euonymus alatus Burnine Bush 5 5 eal

VL Viburnuttt lantana Wavfarine Tree 5 3 s.al

VS Veronica spp. Speedwell "Sunny Border
Blue"

7 I gal. pot

PC P hi lade I ohus coronari us Sweet Mock Oranse 2 3 eal.
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5.3 PI.,ANTING SIIMMAR,Y

The following schedule and drawing summarize the planting scheme for the Riverdale

Park site. The planting schedule is complete with the number and size of plants

recommended. Drawing 5.12 summarizes the location of the plant material.

TABLE 5.19 . PR-OPOSED PI.ANTING SCITEDULE

SYMBOL BOTANICAL NAPIE COMMON NAME NUMBER SIZE
JS Juniperus sahina Savin Juniper 6 I eal
TP Thvmus Draecox Thyme 15
TC Thvmus citriodoras Mother of Thwne t2
CM Centaurea nontana Cornflower 10 I
GA Gaillardia aristata Wild Blanket Flower l6
VS Veronica spp. Speedwell "Sunny Border

Blue"
23 I gal. pot

RC Ralihida columnifera Prairie Coneflower t0 I sal
CC Cantoatzu I a cochl e ari fol i a Creeping Bellflower t2
AL Arte ntesi a ludovi ci ana Silver Kins Saee 4
RT Rhus lrilobata Lemonade Sumac 8 2
EA Euonwnus alalus Burnine Bush t5 5 eal
CS Cornus sericea Rcd Osier Doewood I 2
AG Acer sinnala Amu¡ Manle 35 2.5"
FP Fr axi nu s oe n n sv lv an i c a Green Ash 38 2.5"cali

Quercus ,nacrocarpa Bur Oak 19 2.5"cali
MB Itúalus haccala Siberian Crabapple 2l 56'hei
MA Malus adstri npens "A lmev " Rowbloom Crabanole l5 5ó'hei
AT Achillea tomenlosam Yarrow 9
PS Pinus svlveslris Scots Pine 4 8-10'

VL Viburnum lanlana Walfarine Tree 9 -t

ER Echino¡¡s rilro Globe Thistle 5 I
PC P hi lade I nhu s coronari us Sweet Mock Oranse 2 3 eal
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6.1

6.0 ANALYSM ANÐ CTh{CLUSTONS

ANALYSIS

Measuring the success of applying water management methods and guidelines in

the landscape is a difficult task. To assist in measuring, the maintenance regime of

the City of Edmonton Parks and Recreation Department is useful. One of the main

priorities of the City of Edmonton in the last few years has been to control costs

while maintaining maximum productivity. In 1985-86, the City's Parks and

Recreation Departmenr; developed and began implementing a system to control,

measure, and evaluate all park maintenance activities, as they are applied to the

Parks and Recreation facilities. The system initiated is called the Parks

Maintenance Management System (PMM System) and is structured to improve the

planning of work programs, to define and document budget allocations, and to

measure productivity (See Appendix 3). The PMM System is important for this

study as it gives reference points from which to compare the existing design and

maintenance of the site with the proposed conceptual design.

As discussed earlier, turf watering accounts for approximately 50Yo of surnmer

water usage and costs, and is one of the highest water users in the landscape. The

conceptual design has worked at reducing the amount of turf and replacing it with

plant material that can withstand water stress and numerous water management

methods, as described throughout the project. The project uses cost reduction

estimates for maintaining the substantially decreased amount of turf grass. It does
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not add in initial capital costs for the installation of the boardwalks and streambed, nor

the preparation of planting beds and the person hours required to plan! weed, fertilize

and water in plants until established.

For the purpose of comparing existing maintenance with the conceptual desigrì, the site

\¡/¿N measured and was found to cover 15,643.39 squffe meters. To estimate the

existing square meterage currently not requiring turf maintenance, the building

(including the courtyard), parking lot and vehicle entranc€, and the playground and

wading pool were measured equaling a total of 2,214.i5 square metres. By subtracting

this number from the total site coverage, it was estimated that approximately 13,429.24

square metres wül require turf maintenance.

In the conceptual design proposed by the project, approximately two thirds of the

remaining total (13,429.24 square metres) accommodates pedestrian circulatioq the

enhanced wading pooVplayground area and planting beds and boxes with plant material

that can withstand water stress. The material chosen includes a variety of trees, shrubs,

and perennials. The area no longer requiring turf mainten¿u:lcÆ, as proposed in the

conceptuai desigrl is approximately 9,093.74 square metres, leaving 4335 50 square

meters in turf

To compare the existing maintenance and the proposed maintenance that may

result from the conceptual desigq two sets of data were compiled and compared
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given the PMM System data. Table 6.1 provides information on the existing

maintenance costs, as outlined and followed by the City of Edmonton Parks and

Recreation Department for Riverdale Park. Table 6.2 outlines costs based

on the conceptual design.

TABLE 6.1. EXISTING YEARLY COSTS FOR MAINTAINING
RIVERDALE PARK

As dd.ermined by the City of Edmqrtm Parks a¡rd nea""tø, n partrnort

TABLE 6.2 - MAINTENANCE cosrs BASED oÌ,r coNCEpruAL DESIGN

t As daermined by the City of Edmcnton parks ar¡d R".r"utol D€pa,1ln.:rt*t B¿sed q¡ l2l squar€ Íldcrs ofShrub beds

MAINTENANCE
TASK*

TOTAL TINIT
COST (1.34 ha or 8

man hours)*
TIMES PER

YEAR*
TOTÄL COSTS

I. Power Mowins 89.59/ha 7 $840.35
2. Machine Trimmine 31.14lmh 4 s996.48
3. Turf Repair (minor) 42.30/Íú s338.40
4. Turf Fertilizins 160.58/ha I $21s. l8
5. Turf Herbicidins 122.82tha Once ever 2 vears $82.29
6. Misc. Turf Maintenance 39.46/mh I $315.68
7. Vertidrain Aerating 44l.86lha I s592.09
8. Hard Surface Repair 58.99lmh 4 times a vear $1887.68
TOTALS $5268. t5

MAINTENANCE
TASK*

TOTAL TJNIT
COST (0.43 ha or 8

man hours)*
TIMES PER

YEAR*
TOTAL COSTS

l. Power Mowins 89.59Æn 7 s269.66
2. Machine Trimmine 3l .14/mh 4 $996.48
3. Turf Repair (minor) 42.30/mh I $338.40
4. Turf Fertilizine 160.58/ha I $69.04
5. TurfHerbicidins 122.82/ha Once ever 2 vears $26.40
6. Misc. Turf Mainænance 39.46/mh I $3 r5.68
7. Vertidrain Aeratine 44l.86lha 1 s189.99
8. Hard Surface Repair 58.99/mh 4 times a vear $1887.68
9. Shrub bed Maintenanc€ 0.66 sq. ¡n". 3 times a year $79.86
10. Park Fumiture

Maintenance
4t 83/mh Once every 3 years $1 r 1.55

I l. Gravel Surface
Maintenance

81.34lmh 4 times a year $2602.88

TOTALS $6887.62
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6.2 CONCLUSIONS

The conceptual desþ represents a meshing together of traditional design elements

with water management methods such as turf reductio4 water stress tolerant

vegetatioq and water redi¡ection in order to demonstrate a complete design concept

that works toward managing the water resor¡rce. In analyzing the numbers, the

conceptual design would cost approximately $1,619.47 more per annum to maintain

the park*. Thus, the design initiatives would be more costly to maintain than the

existing desþ. However, in analyzing the numbers, it is apparent that one of the

largest cost differences is maintaining the gravel pathways 4 times annually. To bring

the costs of maintaining the conceptual design more in line with existing costs, the

gravel pathways could be maintained one or two times per year whic[ given the

potential use, would be appropriate, or another surfacing material less costly to

maintain could be chosen in its place or used in conjunction to reduce overall costs.

The conceptual design attempts to balance any additional costs by providing a place

which is pleasant to be in; a park that works at managing and utilizing water more

efficiently while providing education potential. Use of products such as stone (i.e., dry

streambed), gravel and boardwalk bridges allow water to percolate into the

groundwater. Specifying plant material able to withstand water stress and reducing the

* The analysis does not include installation costs calculations of the main elements such as shale
walkways, board\À'alk bridges, dry streåmbe4 terracing or additional planting but compares existing
maintenance with estimated maintenance costs. It should be noted that when retofiüing or changing a
landscape, capital improvement oosts must be taken into account and longer amofization periods will
be required for the irstallation expenses.
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amount of turf will result in less watering required. Use of dry wells and inigation

systems direct water to where it can be most usefiJ, whether that is a planting bed or

the groundwater system.

7.0 SUMMA.RV

Water demand up here is not at a critical stage yet, so
people are not concerned about saving water,...it's just
going to take some time to educate them...1r.

Due to the lack of a definable water crisis, designers tend not to emphasize their design

towards water management, though, by virtue of their profession have a direct role to play in

working towards and achieving the goal of managing landscape water. The project's water

management methods and guidelines demonstrate ways to work with landscape water and

meet the goal of managing the resource. With design choices, such as gravel walkways that

allow water to percolate tkouglr, and with appropriate yearly maintenance regimes applied to

sites, water management designs can be close to or as cost effective as existing maintenance

regimes while managing the resource and providing an attractive landscape.

The ideas and guidelines presented here represent a response to the many challenges of

managing water which are becoming increasingly more important in the field of landscape

architecture and design. Responsible management of water requires an understanding of the

reasons for managing water and then implementing water management strategies to create

rr Malmgrem, (No Date) "Cut the Grass". St. Petersburg Times.
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designs that are more than aesthetically pleasing while meeting the goals of more efficient water

management and reasonable costs. Water management desþs should work at meeting

existing and future chailenges of managing the resource as water amounts change or decrease,

as well as educating the landscape architecture profession and the public about water

management.

This study will have accomplished its objectives if the reader is persuaded that the premise of

water management is more than an academic or professional debate. It is hoped that the reader

sees the variety of opporrunities and challenges for working with on-site water. Hopefully the

ideas presented here are useful as a catalyst for incorporating more efficient water management

at the design level. It is hoped that this study helps the debate on the vaüdity of water

management and designing landscaping with a sensitivity to water use similar to the ones

advocated by Xeriscape Gardening. The insights into the diverse meanings of water

management gained in conducting this study only begin to tap the rich vein of material

generated in the course of the resea¡ch. Undoubtedly, the researched material could provide

the basis for a much more in-depth analysis into any of the issues discussed in this report. As

an example, it would be useful to research underground irrigation systems in more depth to be

able to better incorporate these systems into water management designs. As well exploration

of the relationship of site grading and water redirection potential may be most useful. The use

of plant material that can withstand the stress of less water has been paramount in this snrdy

and is very important in water management design. A broader knowledge base of plants able
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to survive and thrive in varying water conditions, including temporary wet conditions, would

round out the potential design possibilities involved in hydrozoning.

Certainly, there are still numerous hypotheses to explore, relationships to establis[ and pattems

to discover within the realm of water management. It is hoped that the research presented here

in this practicum and the appended compendium of other research soÌrces will provide the

stimulus for further researcl¡ new layers of interpretation, analysis, and other conclusions on

the topic of managing landscape water.
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Droughî

Droughf Avoiders

Drought ResMant
PInnfs

Drought Physiologt

Dry Sitrean bed

Gray Wder

Hydrcphyíes

Life hocesses

Mesophytes

Monoculfrre

Osmosis

pH

PhloemCelk

Phøosynlhesìs

G[-OSSARY

A period in which the scarity of soil moisutre is limiting the growth of plants

ß¿nkir', i986).

Plants tiut maintain a high water potential whan exposed to extended \ryater sfess.
Thæe plants possess physiological mechanisms thât aid in the retention of a

favou¡able wat€r stan$ by either conserving water or by supplying waúe to the above-
ground parts during time of drought stress (Simpson, 1981).

Plants that either avoid drought or tolerate it (Simpson, 1981).

The study of the activities and life processes which occu¡ in plants óuing periods of
drought ßankiq 1986).

A simulation of the bed of a creeh used when the effect of a water cou¡se is wanted
but flowing water is not available or desirable (Monow, 1987).

The waste water from non-toilet facilities including sinks, tubs, washing machines

and dishwashers. This water usually does not requrre biological or chemical
treatment before use as a landscape inigation sowc€.

Those plants which grow in water or wet conditions. They ususally have low
oxfgen requirements and usually have poorly dweloped root systems (Rankin,
l9rì6).

The life processes of plants includes transpiration, photosynthesis, and reqpiration
(Rankir', 1986).

Those plart uith inærmediate wat€r requirements. They usually have well-
developed root systerns and are commonly found growing in good soil. In these

circumstances. rvater is not a limiting to factor to growth or survival (Rankin, 1986).

Monoculhre refers to only one type of plant growing in a speciñc area @lleßoru
Stçhens and Welsh 19921992).

The movement of wat€r or solvent through a semi-permeable cell membrane from a
region of high free enerry to a region of low free enerry Gankfu¡ 1986).

pH is a meåsure of relative acidity or alkalinity of soil. The pH scale ranges from 0-
14 with neutral soil having a pH of 7.0, which rçresents equal amount of hydrogen
and h1'droxyl ions. A pH below 7.0 is considered acidic and has a surplus of
hydrogm ions. A pH above 7.0 is considered to be basic or alkaline and has a
surplus of hy-droxyl ions. E¿ch pH unit represents a æn-fold incre¿se or decrease in
relative acidity or alkâlinity (Harapialq 1986).

The food cond¡ction cells of plants (Ranki4 1986).

The process þ which plants produce food (Rankia 1986).
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Plsnßwífh Water
StresçTolerance

PlantMdabolism

Potable Wder

Respirúion

Slaìce

Soaker S!Éem

SYomata

llúer Management

Xerophytæ

XylemCells

Plants that can withsland a certain amount of water stress resulting from dry or
droughty conditions. Thæe plants are sometimes refened to as drought tolerant
plants. (No te,sting was conú.¡ct€d as paÍ of this project in order ûo assess the sress

tolerance of plants. Written sources were utilized to compile plant lists).

The sum of the life prcæsses includingtranspiratiorl photosynthesis, and respiration

@ankiq 1986).

Water tlnt is fit for drinking

A process which can be defined as the opposite ofphotosynthesis that uses o4ygen to
break down carbohydrates to suppþ food for the plant (Rankin, 1986).

A struchrc having a gate for holding back or controlling the flow ofwater.

A qystem of pipes or hoses that have a series of small holes through which small
amounts of water a¡e released (Addkison and Sellich 1983).

Tiny pores in the green stem and lear¿es of plants (Rankin, 1986).

The act or nuuìner of managing lundling directing or controlling the water tlnt
falls on the landscape or rvater which is added through irrigation methods.

Managing water in the landscape requires skills in managing or directing the water

using the best judgement possible.

Those plants growing in dry habitats that have various adaptations which enable

them to grow and reprodrce. These plants usually have either deep tap roots or
extensive fibrous root sytenìs (Rankfut, 1986).

The uater conducting cells of plants (Ranki4 1986).
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APPEFIDIK L: P[,AN'[ LISTS

Seven sourc€s were used to conpile the following lists of plants able to withstand a certain level of väter sEess.

The numbers at the beginning of each source is used as the reference numbers in the following tables.

(1) R Currah, d Smreciu, and lVL Van Ilyk 1983. Prairie Wildflowers - An illusEative manual of
species suitable for cultivation and prassland restoration.

(2) II. Knowles 1989. Universitv of Alberta - Wood.v Ornamentals for the Prairies

(3) d Nehrling and L Nehrling. 1968. Eas.v Gardenine with Drouqht-Resistant Plants.

(4) S. Williams 1991. " Drought Tolerøú Púant Múerialfor the hairiæ".

(5) D. McKernan. 1994., "hadical Tud Areas't Xeriscaping - Landscaping for the Ftfurer
Conference Proceedings, Fúruary 17 and 18, 1994.

(6) E. Toop. 1994. nDrought Toleraú Annø¿ls" Landscaping for the Firture, Conference Proceedings,

(7) Tavlor's Guide to Water Savins Gardenins. 1990.

TABLE I. DECIDUOUS TREES

BOTANICALNAIVIE COMMON NAME

Acer ginnala Annur Maple (.{)

Acer negundo Manitoba Maple (4)

E lae agn u s ang u stifo lia Russian Olive (4)

Fraxin us pennsy lv anica Green Ash (3;4)

Mølus spp. Flowering Crabapple (4)

Prunus pennsylvanica Pincherry (2)

Prunus tomentosa Nanking Cherry (4)

Quercus mactocarpa Bur Oak (4)
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TABLE 2 - CONIFEROUS TREES

TABLE 3 - S'Ifltt/BS

BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAnIE

Pícea øbies Norway Spruce (3)

Pinus bønksíana Jack Pine (3)

Pìcea gløucø'Densúa' Black Hills Spruce (3)

Piceø pungens Colorado BIue Spruce (3)

Pínus cembrut Swiss Stone Pine (3)

Pínus sylvestrß Scots Pine (3)

BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME

Amelanchier alnifolia Serviceberry, Saskatoon (3; 4)

Amorpha fruticosø False Indigo Q;3; 4'l

Arclosfup hy los uv a-ursi Bearberry (3) Kinnikinnick (2)

Berberis thunbergii Japanese Barberry (3; 7)

Carøgøna pygmaea Bgmy Caragana (2;3)

Cotoneaster spp. Cotoneaster (3; 4)

Elaeagnus commutata Silverberry (3)

Ericø carnea Spring Heath (3)

Euonymus ølata Burning Bush (3)

Euonymus obovatus Running Euonymus (3)

Forsythiø ovafa Korean Golden Bell (3)

Juniperus spp. Juniper (3;4)

Lonícera maackii Amur Honeysuckle (3; 4)

Lonìcera spìnosa'Albertíí' Albert Regal Honeysuckle (2)

Loníce¡a tartaríca Tartarian Honeysuckle (3; 4)

Philødeþhus coronarius Sweet Mock-Orange (2; 3)

Phy socarpus opu lifolius Eastern Ninebark (3)
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SHRUBS CONTINUED

Pinus mugo Mugo Pine (3)

Potentilla fruticosa Bush Cinquefoil (3;4)

Prínsepía sìnensis Cherry Prinsepia (3; 4)

Prunus pumíla Sandcherry (2)

Prunu s virginíana v ar. melanocarpø Chokecherry (2;3)

Rhus tríIobafa Lemonade Sumac (2; 3)

Rhus þphina Staghorn Sumac (2;3)

Rìbes aureum Golden Flowering Current (2)

Rosø arkansøna Sunshine Rose (2)

Rosa rugosa Rugosa Rose (3; 4)

Rosa vìrgíniøna Virginia Rose (3;4)

Rosa wíchuraiana Memorial Rose (3; 4)

Shepherdía atgentea Silver Buffaloberry (2)

Spíraea x vanhoultei Bridal Wreath Spirea (3)

Symp h oricarpos orbiculøfus Coratberry (3;7)

Syringa vulgaris Common Litac (2;3;4)

Tamørix pentandra Amur Tamarisk (2)

Wburnum lantønø Wayfaring Tree (3)

Wburnum lentago Nannybeny (3)
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TABLE 4 - PEREI,{NAIß

BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME

Achìlleø mìllefolium Common Yarrow (4; 7)

Achilleø ptarmíca Sneezæwort (4)

Achíllea tomentosa Dwarf Woolly Yarrow (4;7)

.4ntennaria niløda
Antennøria p lantaginifoliø v ar. amb igens
Antennøriø rose/

Pussy Toes (l;2;4;7)

Anthemís tínctoria Golden Marguerite or Chamomile (4; 7)

Arabis spp. Rockcress (4)

Arenaria congesta var. Iifhphilø Sandwort (1)

Artemisìa ludoviciana v lar.'Sìlver Kíngl Ghost Plant (4)

Artemísia schmíùÍana Silver Mound or Wormwood (4; 7)

Astrøgalus bisulcatus Twcgrooved Milk Vetch (1)

A str ø gal u s c r a s s i c arp u s Ground Plum (1)

Astragalus drummondü I)rummond's Milk Vetch (1)

Astragølu s missou ríensís Missouri Milk Vetch (1)

Astragalus pectinafus Narrow-leaved Milk Vetch (1)

Aurinía saxatilis Ferennial Alyssum (4; 7)

C amp øn u Iø c o c h le a r íifo lia Crecping Bellflower (4)

Centaurea montana Mountain Bluet (3)

Ceras'tium tomentosum Snow-in-Summer (4; 7)

Chysopsis villosa Golden Aster (1)

C or eo p s is v e rtí c í I lata Threadleaf Coreopsis (4; 7)

Dianthus deltoides Maiden Pinks (4)

Echinops ritro Globe Thistle (4)

Euphorbiø qtparissias Cypress Spurge (4)

Gaillailia arís'tafa Blanket Flower 6; a;'7'l

Gaura coccineø Scarlet Butterfly-Weed (1)

Gypsophiln paniculata Babysbreath (4;7)

Gypsophíla rcpens Creeping Babysbreath (4)
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PERENNIALS CONTINUED

Heuchera spp. Coralbclls (4;7)

Irß germanìca Bearded Iris (a; 7)

Limonium spp. Sea Lavender (4;7)

Lìthospermum incisum Yellow Stoneseed (1)

Oenothera missou ren sìs Missouri Evening Primrose (4; 7)

Oxytropß vßcída Viscid Locoweed (1)

Paeonia spp. Peony (4)

Papaver nudicaule Iceland Poppy (4; 7)

Penstemon ølhidus White Beard-Tongue (1)

Petalostemon putpurcum Purple Prairie Clover (1)

Phlox hoodìi Moss Phlox (1)

Psoraleø argophylla Silverleaved Psoralea (1)

Ratibida columnifera Prairie Coneflower (1)

Rosa acicularis Prickly Rose (1)

Sempervivum spp. Hens and Chicks (4)

Senecio canus Prairie Groundsel (1)

Silene vulgaris marìtima Sea Campion (4)

Solídago missourien sis Low Goldenrod (1)

Thymus spp. Thyme (4)

Veronica spp. Speedwell (4)

Wcìa spørsifolia Narrow-leaved Vetch (1)
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TABLE 5. ANNUALS

BOTANICAL NAIVIE COMMON NAME

Ageratum houstonìanum Ageratum or Flossflower (4)

Amøranthus cauddus I¡ve-lies-bleeding (a)

Calendula oftìcínalß Calendula or Pot Marigold (4)

Cúhøranthus roseus x trícophyllus Vince or Periwinkle (4; 7

Celosìa crístata Cockscomb (4)

Centaurea cinerøría Dusty Miller (4)

Centaurea q)anus Bachelor's Button (4)

C hry s anth emum p ørth eniu m Feverfew or Marticaria (4)

Cleome hasslerana Cleome or Spider Flower @;6i 7)

Cleome serrulata Bee Plant, Pink Cleome (1)

Coreopsis tinctorìa Calliopsis (4; 7)

Cosmos bipínnaÍus Cosmos (4; 7)

Dianthus chinensis China Pink or Dianthus (4)

Dímorphotecø sinuala African Daisy (4;6;7)

D or oth e an us h e lliddormis Livingstone Daisy (4; 6)

E sc h sc h o lzi a c a lifo r n ic a California Poppy (a)

Euphorbía marginata Snow-on-the-Mountain (4)

Gaillardia puchella Annual Gaillardia (4; 6)

Gomphrena globosa Globe Amaranth (4; 7)

Gypsohpila elegans Annual Babysbreath (4; 7)

Helíchrysum b¡acteúum Strau{lower (4; 7)

Kochía scoparia Burning Bush or Summer Cypress (4;6;7)

Petuniq x hybridø Petunia (4; 7)

Portulaca grandiflora Portulaca Ø; 6;7)

Rudbeckía hirta Black -eyed Susan (4; 7)

Sanvifaliø procumbens Creeping Zinnia(4)

Tagetes spp. Marigold (4)

Zinnía spp. Zinnia (4)
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TAtsLE 6. WILDFLOWERS

BOTANICAI, NAME COMMON NAÌTTE

AIIìamteúíIe Prairie Onion, Wild Onion (1)

Antennaria spp. Dwarf Pussy Toes (1; 7)

Artemísia campestris Field Sage, Plains Wormwort (1;7)

Artemisìø canø Sagebmsh, Silvery Sagebrush (1)

Astragalus striøfus Purple Milk Vetch (1)

Atrixplex nultallü SaIt Sage (1)

Crysothamnus mauseosus Rabbit-brush (1)

Elaeagnus commutda Wolfwillow, Silverberry (1)

Erigeron caespì:tosus Fleabane (1;7)

Eriogonumflavum Yellow Umbrella Plant (1)

Eurotia lanúa Winter Sage, White Sage (1)

Gutíerrezia søroth¡ae Broomweed (1)

H app lop apppu s nuttallü Toothed Ironplant (1)

Hymenoxys scsulis Buúte Marigold (1)

Lappula redowskìì var. occidentalis Stick-tights, Burweed (1)

Liøtrk punctda Dotted Blazing Star (1; 7)

Linum leh'isü Wild Blue Flax (1)

L o m øtiu m fo enicu la ceu m White Prairie Parsley (1)

Lygodesmiø junceø Skeleton-weed, Prairie Pink (1)

Mamílløríø vívipara Cushion Cactus, Batl Cactus (l)

Opuntia polyacantha Prickly Pear Cactus (1)

Orytropis sericea var. spicala Early Yellow Locoweed (1)

Penstemon nítídus Smooth BIue Beard-tongue (l)

Petalostemon candidum White Prairie Clover (1)

Potentillø concinna Early Cinquefoll (1)

Sedum úenopetalum Common Stonecropr Sedum (1)

Townsendìa sericea Prairie Townsendia (1)

Yucca glauca Soapweed, Yucca (l; 7)
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TABLET-TURFGR4SSES

BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NA}IE

F'ESCTIES

Festuca arundinqceae TaIl Fescue (5)

Festuca ovinø (vtr. saximontana) Hard Fescue (5)

Festuca ovína var. duríuscula Sheep Fescue (5)

BLUEGRASSES

Poa compressa Canada Bluegrass (5)

WHEATGRASSES

Agr opy r on dasy stac hy um Northern Wheatgrass (5)

Agropyron crisÍdum Crested Wheatgrass (5)
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APPEhIÐIX 2: TASKS DEFINITIONS - PARKS MAINTENANCE
MANAGEMEN"fl SYSTEM (PMM SVSTEM)

The following are the definitions as specified by the Edmonton Parks and Recreation

Department for the Parks Maintenance Management System.

.Accomplishment Units - A measure of output that can be quantified.

Activity - Groups the maintenance tasks into 12 activity groups. Each activity is
assþed a specific number.

Field Costs - Calculated based on the actual work and materials used in the execution

of the task.

Inventory - The physical assets which the Maintenance Branch are responsible for.

Methods and Procedures - The standard equipment, tools and materials required to
perform the maintenance task.

Productivity Standards - The level of accomplishment expected in a standard 8 hour

day on a specific task.

Quality Standards - Specific goals for the quality of maintenance of the inventory

Service Levels - Established for inventory and delegates the amount of maintenance

service that will be provided.

Site Rating - The Parks and Recreation Department rate parks according to a three

tier system. Level A refers to sites which require continual maintenance such as

watering, mowing, weeding etc. An example of a Level A site would be the grounds

around the Cþ Hall. Level B refers to parks which are mowed seven times a year and

watered only in dry times. Level C parks or open space are not maintained, including

the river valley.

Standard Crew Complement - Includes the manpower, vehicles, and equipment

needed to perform a certain task.

Tasks - The basic maintenance activity, which is measured in terms of units of output.

Each task is assigned a unique number.

Total Unit Costs - Include the field cost estimates and the overhead costs.
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The following information describes the Parks Maintenance Management System as applied by
Edmonton Parks and Recreation. The method of estimating required maintenance and

associated costs was applied to the Riverdale Park demonstration site.

FOWER NIOWING (#100): Power mowing entails the cutting of turf areas by use of rideon mowing
equipment of va¡ious types. This task also includes sanitation( e.g. litter pickup in advance of mowing) and

servicing of equipment (not üo exceed 30 minutes).

Se¡vice Level Descrþlion: l,evel B - 7 cuts peryear.

QuøIity SYandø¡d'. Level B - Turf height 5 ûo cûr Developed Turf to be cut everq litter free and no damage to
plant material.
Fîeld Unìt Coú. M8.37lhectare
Totul anif Coú: $89.59/hectare
hodudivify SYandail: 5.2 manhou¡s

MACIIINE TRIMMING (#101): This task involves machine trimming a¡ound all obstacles in the turf area bry

walkbehindmower, we€dÊater, flymo, scythe etc. This task also includes all related sanitation prior to trimming
and servicing of equipment (not exceeding 30 minutes).

Servíce Level Description: tævel B - 4 times per y%r.

Quølity Standa¡d: L.evel B - Turf height to 5 cm. Developed turf to be cut even and free of damage and
Iitter.Obstacles/edges free of tuffs of grass.

Field Unif Coú: $20.03/Manhou¡s
Total Unit CoS: $3l.l4ilvlanhou¡s
hodudivìty Standa¡d: 32.0 hours

TURF REPAIR-MINOR (#104): This task involves all hrf repairs of depressions, ruts, bare spots, diseased or
damaged areas not larger than l00O m2 per location. The repairs may include floating filling and levelling
overseeding or sodding rolling and related fertilizing and waæring (if necessary).

Semice Level Descriptìon.Once per year as required-

Quality Standails'. Repair hrf area at grade and flush with surrounding turf a¡ea. Even germination. Seed

wenly and at recommended rates.

Field UnìÍ Cos: $26.86/lvfanhoun
Total Unif C¿.f: $42.30À4anhoun
h o du divitv SYan du d : 1 6.0 manhou¡s

TIIRF FERTILIZING (#105): Ttus task invotves the aprplication of fertilizers (tiquid or granular) to
established turf areas.

Sertice Level Descrifiion'.lrvel B - once per year.

Quality Standard: Aprplication is even anduniform throughout. Turf is free ofburn qpots.

Fi¿ld Unìt CoÍ: $ I I I .77lfrectarc

Total Unìf Coú: $160.58/hectare
ho dudìvþ SYandoil: 18.0 manhours
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TIIRF HFRBICIDING (#106): This task includes the aprplication of herbicides to contol broad leaf weeds in
turf areas using large boom sprayers, tanl<s, or small walkåehind sprâyers for apþing approved chemicals.

This task does NOT include the application of RoundUp around obstacles and along fenceline as outlined in the

Chemical Trimming Task #102.

Servire Level Description: lrvel B - 55oá of inventory (once wery two yean).

QuaIþ SYandard: level B- Turf Height 5 crn. Non target areås arc to be kep free of overspray or d¡ift. Trees

and shrubs are not to be damaged Targeted areas arc to be keÉ free ofbroadleafweeds.

neW Ant Cos: $82.87/hectare
T ot al Unit C o É : $122.82 lhæ1zr e

hodudivþ SYandard: 10.0 manhor¡n.

Ir{ISCELLANEOUS TURF (#108): This task includes dethatching topdressing edging irrigatior¡ remoral of
clippings, (eg. turf sweeping and/or raking) lt also includ€s tine slicing and core aerating

Seníce Level Descriptìon: As required

Quality SYanda¡d: De-thatching: uniform throughou! thatch removed Top dressing: uniform application not to

exceed 10 mm thickness. Edgng: curbs free of overgrowt[ edgnç removed lrrigation: thorough soaking to the

depth of root zone. Clþings removed to prevent killing of grass.

Fîeld Unit Coú. $25.I5/manhou¡
Total Unít Coú: $39.46lmanhour
hodudivity Standard: 8.0 manhou¡s

VERTI-DRAIN AERATING (#l l0): This task invofues the use of tractor drawn aerating equipment to punch

holes in soil to reliwe soil compaction.

Sen:ice Level Descrìptían : Once per year.

Suality SYsnda¡d: Uniform coverage, depth at 20-30 cm (8-12") for Vertidrain. Turffree of rips andtears.

Fie A Un it C o Í. 525 I .9 4 lhætar e
Totol Unif C¿sÉ $441.86/heclare
h o d u divily SYon dar d : 0. 9 manhou¡s
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